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The September issue of this magazine will be the last one that I shall be involved in. 
After 143 issues and thirteen and a half years, I shall be standing down as the Editor.

During that time we have seen this magazine go from strength to strength, expanding 
the number of issues per year and increasing the diversity of the content along with 
the number of editorial volunteers from around the world. This has afforded the 
magazine the increased opportunities to obtain or write the articles that make it such an 
interesting read and that are relevant to our industry, eleven times a year!

Whilst undertaking this role, I have been afforded many opportunities to meet new 
people, go new places and view and understand innovative technologies both within 
and outside of the world-wide signalling and telecommunications industry. I have very 
much appreciated this opportunity and the support I have been given from Council and 
the Industry itself. I have also observed the Institution itself flourish further around the 
world, opening further opportunities for signalling and telecommunications engineers 
and the associated industries. 

This magazine remains in good hands with people who have a passion, who care 
and who want to obtain or write the articles to inform, educate and entertain the 
membership. But please be reminded, that this is your magazine for your Institution.  
How about making a contribution today?

I shall remain as an active Fellow of the Institution, both within the Midland and North 
Western Section and the Minor Railways Section, and I look forward to seeing many of 
you at the 2017 Convention in Dallas and Fort Worth at the end of September.

Finally, I would like to thank my family, friends, the editorial and production team 
and the membership for your loyal support over the years, and to remember 
Tony Rowbotham and Stuart Angill, who were great people to work with and from 
whom I learnt so much. Sadly missed but never forgotten.

Ian James Allison, Managing Editor

In recent years South Africa has invested heavily in its railway, as 
shown here at O R Tambo airport where a Gautrain train is leaving 
the station. Our lead article this month looks at the way in which 
technology mapping is being used to optimise investment.  
Photo Gautrain.
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TECHNOLOGY MAPPING

Portia Xaba
Senior Manager, Signalling and Communication Systems, Gautrain Management Agency, South Africa, 
Vice-Chairperson for IRSE Southern Africa Section

Technology Mapping for Train Control and 
Communication Systems

INTRODUCTION
A large-scale technology investment can provide the Gautrain 
Management Agency (GMA) with a platform on which it can add 
value to existing customers and attract new ones with a suite of 
services, products or applications and also meet the requirements 
of the Gauteng Provincial Government of an integrated transport 
system within the province. But the investment cannot be taken 
lightly due to its complexity, the time invested in upgrading 
systems and the cost involved. 

For this reason, the GMA needs to embark on a careful, 
methodical process of approaching an investment of this 
magnitude which includes gathering inputs from all levels of 
management to determine the needs of the organisation and 
the customers. That input then needs to be matched with the 
capabilities and resources of the organisation to determine 
whether it has the ability to deliver. It is then that the GMA would 
need to evaluate whether the technology investment makes 
sense from a cost basis. 

Finally, approval is needed from those who can look across the 
organisation to determine if the resources are available to fund 
the investment. In this way, the GMA could have the confidence 
that the investment will yield good results in as far as the 
organisation and customers are concerned.

This paper elaborates on the Technology Mapping process 
conducted for Signalling, Train Control and Communication 
Systems for the adoption of an integrated technologies approach 
in providing multi-services to train users while taking care of 
railway infrastructure and the holistic provincial transport system.  

The adoption of the Technology Mapping process assists the 
GMA in answering these questions:  

• What are the fundamental technologies? 
• What technology to implement over time? 
• When to implement the technology?
• How to prioritise investment? 
• How will the strategic goals be met, by aligning the 

technology strategy with the organisation’s business strategy?

The Technology Map determines the technological position of 
the Gautrain rail network in as far as the Signalling, Train Control 
and Communication Systems are concerned, and it identifies 
areas of future investments that will yield long-term benefits. 

THE PROCESS
The Technology Mapping process followed is that used by The 
Hale Group and includes the following steps:

a) Articulation of the Business Strategy.
b) Identification of critical success factors.
c) Identification of required technologies.
d) Mapping of technologies.
e) Prioritisation.
f) Management of portfolio.
Developing a roadmap has three major uses. It helps reach a 

consensus about a set of needs and the technologies required 
to satisfy those needs, it provides a mechanism to help forecast 
technology developments, and it provides a framework to help 
plan and coordinate technology developments.

Introducing gautrain
The Gautrain is the first rapid rail system in South Africa and 
operates in the Gauteng Province, linking three Metropolitan 
Municipalities: City of Johannesburg, City of Tshwane, and 
Ekurhuleni including a designated link to the O R Tambo 
International Airport.

The rail network is made up of 80 km of signalled, 
standard gauge track which goes through ten stations (three 
underground, four elevated, three at grade). The network 
is electrified with 25kV ac traction supply and the signalling 
system makes use of two-aspect signalling with automatic train 
protection overlay. The system has an operational headway of 
10 minutes. 

The Gautrain is a Public-Private Partnership between the 
Gauteng Provincial Government and Bombela Concession 
Company. The Gautrain Management Agency GMA is 
the Provincial Government’s Representative and manages 
the concession agreement on behalf of the Provincial 
Government.

The redeveloped station at Sandton shows GMA’s commitment to 
investment. All photos Gautrain Management Agency.
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The Business Strategy
The GMA has eight Strategic Goals set out for the next three 
years.  These Strategic Goals have been analysed through 
the use of cross-functional teams made up of Executive 
Management, within the GMA’s Technical services Unit, in order 
to have the analysis as input into the building and maintenance 
of the Technology Map.  By building up the data from different 
areas in the organisation, the created Technology Map displays 
market information in the context of available technologies and 
gaps, in the context of market needs. This Technology Map is the 
first draft.  As people in the organisation become more familiar 
with the process, they can find and iterate more detail and edit 
the categories of the first-draft Technology Map.  

The eight Strategic Outcomes of the GMA are:

a) Assist the Province in implementing the Project and achieving 
the Project objectives.

b) Act on behalf of the Province in managing the relationship 
between the Province and Concessionaire in terms of 
Concession Agreements and ensure that the interests of 
Province are protected.

c) Manage the finances of the Project and the financial 
securities provided by the Concessionaire and manage assets 
relating to the Project and promote their preservation and 
maintenance.

d) Ensure sound Corporate Governance and monitor the policy 
and legislative environment of the Project.

e) Liaise with and promote co-operation between Government 
structures in all three spheres  of Government in relation to 
the Project and liaise with persons having an interest in the 
Project.

f) Promote and maximise the Socio-Economic Development 
and BBBEE (broad-based black economic empowerment) 
objectives of the Province in relation to the Project.

g) Enhance the integration of the project with other transport 
services and Public Transport Plans.

h) Manage the financial exposure of the in terms of the 
Concession Agreement.

The analysis of these eight Strategic Outcomes of the GMA 
resulted in nineteen requirements which are matched to the 
available technologies later in the process. 

Identification of critical success factors
In order for this Technology Mapping process to be a success, 
a number of factors have been identified and require to be 
met before proceeding with the mapping process.  The critical 
success factors include the following:

• Management to have a good understanding of the 
organisation’s strategic objectives and requirements and to 
provide sufficient guidance in each business area.

• The GMA needs to be a customer-centric organisation and 
Management needs to possess the knowledge of customer 
requirements.

• The GMA has to possess the necessary Signalling, Train 
Control and Communication technical knowledge and 
expertise.

Identification of required technology
Technology analysis
The signalling, train control and communication technologies 
below have been identified as the fundamental technologies 
to be analysed for the purposes of technology mapping.  The 
analysis provides a brief technical description and application of 
each major signalling, train control and communication systems 
prior going through the Technology Forecast process, in order to 
create context to the reader.  

Technology comparison – Communications
Table 1 provides the equivalent analysis for communications 
systems. The technologies considered are GSM-R, LTE, TETRA 
(Terrestrial Trunked Radio), Wi-Fi and Satellites.

gSM-R (Global System for Mobile Communication for Rail) 
and lTE-R (Long Term Evolution for Rail): The rail industry, 
predominantly across Europe and Asia, has been using wireless 
systems for operational applications and has deployed various 
proprietary wireless systems with a separation in use (a separate 
system for signalling and control in unlicensed frequency bands 
and another system for operational voice). GSM-R which is part 
of ERTMS and is derived from GSM (2G+) (Global System for 
Mobile Communication) technology was finalised in the year 
2000.  It carries both signalling (vital) information (i.e. ERTMS L2) 
and voice (non-vital) communication.  Due to the fact that the 
commercial wireless technologies have been evolving from 2G 

Satellite Cutting Edge

Yes Mature

Yes >2Mbps Proprietary for Rail 400 - 600ms Limited 18 GEO Satellites 
(target is 30) Yes

400MHz PMR No Yes Mature

Wi-Fi Yes >10Mbps Proprietary 100ms
 License-free ISM 

2.4 GHz or 5.8 
GHz 

3 Levels/no

TETRA Yes 5 - 10kb/s Open Standard 250ms

800 - 900MHz
eMLPP (for 

emergency group 
calls)

Supported until 
2025

Growth (End of 
further 

development - 
2025, GSM in 

Decline)

LTE(-R) Packet switching 
(UDP data) 50/10Mbps Open  100ms Variable 400 - 

3.5GHz 9 Levels/yes Yes, building 
standard State-of-the-Art
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Data 
Transmission

Data 
Transmission 

Rate

Handover 
Mechanism

Propagation delay 
(seconds)

Operating 
frequency (Hz)

Priorities /        
Pre-emption Market support Maturity

GSM-R Requires voice call 
connection 5 - 10Kbps Open standard 1 to 5sec

Table 1 – Communication technology capabilities.
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(GSM) voice centric systems to 4G (LTE – Long Term Evolution) 
broadband multi-service systems, this poses a risk of technology 
obsolescence to GSM, and thus to GSM-R.  GSM-R end of life is 
already a concern as the industry has committed to maintaining 
the systems only up until 2025.  Obsolescence is not, however, 
the only cause for concern but the need to monitor the health 
status of rolling stock key components for maintenance and 
real-time information (on-board) are becoming critical for railway 
operators. This is mostly related to the need for wireless systems 
with the capability of data transmission: 

The above-stated challenges and requirements call for a new 
generation of train-to-ground transmission.  LTE (4G) seems 
to be the ideal candidate for this next generation of railway 
communication and is now promoting the creation of new 
services and applications for customers towards the improvement 
of communication.  The main benefits of LTE are:
• 4G convergence standard worldwide.
• Provides state-of-the art broadband performance (i.e. for 

video surveillance, handover between cells, high speed).
• Carries and prioritises both vital and non-vital services.
• Provides flexibility of deployment.
• High network availability and robustness required by 

signalling and control.
There is no doubt that, as technology evolves and customer 
needs change, a more advanced technology will always be 
required. At this stage, 5G has not been defined, therefore is not 
part of this paper.

Technology comparison – Signalling and Train Control
Table 2 provides a comparison in performance, between various 
signalling and train control technologies and also provides 
an indication in the level of maturity of each technology. 
Conventional Signalling, CBTC (Communication-based Train 
Control), ERTMS/ETCS (European Train Control System), CTCS 
(Chinese Train Control System) and PTC (Positive Train Control) 
are considered in this section.

There are fundamental differences in application and suitability 
between CBTC and ETCS/CTCS. Thus this section deals with 
the prospects of the merger and standardisation of the three 
technologies, the progress made so far and what the means for 
the railway industry. 

ETCS and CTCS: More and more proprietary ATP systems 
across Europe are being replaced by ETCS, this being the drive 
of the European Commission for interoperability.  This objective 
is the same for the Chinese Railways.  Both ETCS and CTCS 
are future oriented concepts, based on the whole system and 
their specifications ensure the interoperability of on-board 
and wayside equipment produced by different suppliers. The 
background and objectives for ETCS and CTCS are very similar 
and are respectively a development requirement of the European 
railway network and Chinese railway network.  Both technologies 
seek to address issues around interoperability, safety, reliability, 
reduced capital and maintenance costs and the achievement of 
‘moving block’.  In as much as it seems that ETCS and CTCS are 
more similar than not, one cannot be oblivious to the differences 
that exist at the designed levels.  Though ETCS Level 3 is 
envisaged to eliminate the need for track circuits as a form of 
train detection, CTCS on the other hand does not completely 
eliminate the need for track circuits as these are still required 
within station limits. It can be noted that ETCS and CTCS possess 
commonalities and differences.  CTCS is a standardisation of 
the Chinese railway signalling systems where ETCS is for the 
European railway signalling systems.  It is not clear, at the current 
stage whether these two technologies would, in the future, 
become a global standard for railway signalling systems.

CBTC and ETCS: CBTC is a propriety-based technology and 
is most suited for metro/rapid rail transit networks due to the 
high capacity requirements, whereas ETCS is an open standard 
designed to suit high speed, long distance rail networks.  Though 
both ETCS and CBTC systems were initially designed to cater for 
different markets, it is becoming more apparent that some of the 
actual customer needs for urban and mainline suburban railways 
have started to merge.  The need for interoperability for urban 
rail networks is becoming apparent as more and more customers 
deal with the challenge of effectively interconnecting specific 
existing and future lines, supplied by different manufacturers.  
On the other hand, mainline rail network owners are faced with 
capacity limitations due to highly populated areas (Gurnik, 2015,  
Mohan, 2013).  As part of the European Union’s programme 
(EU FP7), a Consortium under the NGTC (Next Generation 
Train Control) research project, which started in September 
2013, has been tasked with the analysis of the commonalities 
and differences of required functionality between ETCS and 
CBTC, thus increasing the commonalities in system design and 
hardware.  It is envisaged that the ETCS functionality will be 
evolved by using the CBTC system solutions.  This is with the aim 
of achieving synergy and standardisation.  A major success factor 
of this project is the achievement of backward compatibility 
with the ETCS Baseline 3 specification. The principal differences 
that require minimisation in order to achieve common standard 
technology between CBTC and ETCS include creating a 
common message structure, defining common ‘moving block’ 
concepts and principles, determining common requirements 
for an IP-based communication for urban and mainline train 
control systems and research the applicability of a standardised 
satellite-based location functionality. The NGTC project has, 
as at 2015, achieved quite a number of project deliverables 
including, amongst others, the comparison analysis of ETCS and 
CBTC functional requirements and the specification for satellite 
positioning receiver parameters related to interoperability.

Technology forecast – an input to technology mapping
Forecast technologies can be plotted on an S-curve graph in 
order to understand and have knowledge of the evolution of 
technologies and the associated market. The Technology Life 
Cycle (TLC) and Market Life Cycle (MLC) should be considered 
as a series of discrete stages as technology and market evolve 
through the following stages in their life cycle:

Cutting-edge (1): This stage is concerned with the R&D of 
a technology.  The risk of investment is high, thus not a lot of 
development companies/suppliers are participating in this stage 
and the clarity around the application is not there.  Therefore the 
target market is uncertain at this stage.

State-of-the-Art (2): As the technology is deployed, the 
customer base is usually small but sophisticated.  The market 
experiences a high rate of product innovations and as a result 
a great product diversity can be observed. The number of 
development companies/suppliers starts to increase from the 
cutting-edge stage, as there is clarity around application and a 
decrease to investment risk. 

growth/Advanced (3): As the technology application, 
functions and characteristics come towards standardisation, the 
market expands rapidly.  The potential profit margins attract a 
large number of competitors and thus the technology no longer 
retains the requirement for highly technical and highly specialised 
expertise.  

Mature (4): The focus for this stage is removed from product 
innovation and is set to process technology. The strategic thrust 
shifts to efficient and economic production for cost minimisation, 
which can be achieved by capital investments or shifting the 
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Conventional 
Signalling

Conventional 
Signalling with 
ATP

ETCS L0
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* Achievable Capacity and Headway are influenced by the network design and rolling stock capabilities.  The numbers provided are typical Gautrain 
railway network, as-built.

SIGNALLING AND TRAIN CONTROL SYSTEMS

30 3 No Supported Mature SIL4
Train/Trunk 

Radio - Stand-
alone System    

No - Require 
Stand-alone 

system

PIS - Train 
control 
system      

Passenger & 
station info 

for scheduling

PIS - Stand-
alone System

State-Of-
The-Art In Progress No

Yes - Digital 
Radio. VoIP 
capable with 

Satelite Comms  

PIS - Train 
control 
system      

Passenger & 
station info 

for scheduling

Mature SIL4 Yes

PTC 27 2.25 No Supported, 
Developing

CBTC 30 1.5 No Supported

Yes - WiFi, 
Wiggie, WAN, 

etc. VoIP 
capability with 

Satelite Comms  

PIS - Train 
control 
system      

Passenger & 
station info 

for scheduling

Cutting 
Edge SIL4 Yes Not defined

PIS - Train 
control 
system, 

Passenger & 
station info 

for scheduling

CTCS L4 30 1 Yes Research & 
Development

PIS - Stand-
alone System

Growth SIL4
No - Require 
Stand-alone 

system

Train/Trunk 
Radio - Stand-
alone System    

PIS - Stand-
alone SystemCTCS L2 24 2.5 Yes Supported

CTCS L3 30 2 Yes Supported Growth SIL4 Yes
Train/Trunk 

Radio - Stand-
alone System    

Train/Trunk 
Radio - Stand-
alone System    

3 No Supported Mature SIL4

PIS - Train 
control 
system      

Passenger & 
station 

information 
for scheduling

Supported, 
Developing

Cutting 
Edge SIL4 Yes - Under 

development

Yes - Digital 
Radio. VoIP 

capability with 
Satelitte Comms 

PIS - Stand-
alone System

24 2.5 Yes Supported Growth SIL4 Limited Yes Digital 
Radio          

Supported Mature SIL4
No - Require 
Stand-alone 

system

Train/Trunk 
Radio - Stand-
alone System    

Train/Trunk 
Radio - Stand-
alone System    

PIS - Stand-
alone System

Market 
Support TLC Stage Safety Level 

Certification
RAMS 

Monitoring
Train-To-Ground 
Communication

PIS - Stand-
alone System

20 3 Yes Supported Mature SIL4
No - Require 
Stand-alone 

system

Train/Trunk 
Radio - Stand-
alone System    

PIS - Stand-
alone System

Limited Decline  SIL4 for 
Electronic No

Train/Trunk 
Radio - Stand-
alone System    

Passenger 
Information

Limited Decline N/A No

ETCS L3 30 2 Yes

20

*Capacity 
(TPH)

*Headway 
(minutes) Inter-operability

20 3 Relay/Electronic 
Interface

20 3 Yes

20 3 Relay/Electronic 
Interface

No - Require 
Stand-alone 

system

Table 2 – Signalling and train control technology capabilities.
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production base to the Third World.  The risk of investment in this 
stage is low but the number of competitors is in its highest point.  
The ‘Pacing Technology’ is shifted to ‘Key Technology’.

Decline (5): At this stage, the technology’s prospects for further 
development is further reduced as it nears its end-of-life.  The 
status of ‘Key Technology’ changes to ‘Base Technology’.  The 
older technology gives way to newer technology, though the shift 
occurs gradually.  Fewer and fewer players are party to this stage 
and competitiveness is decreased. 

The Signalling, Train Control and Communication systems 
are plotted in Figures 1 and 2  on an S-Curve is to represent 
technology evolution, with technology adoption on the y-axis 
and time on the x-axis.  When a technology is newly introduced, 
it takes some time to gain acceptance in the market, and after 
this, rapid adoption of the technology takes place.  The curve 
flattens out in the later stage due to the fact that technology 
does not grow exponentially for an indefinite period of time.

It can be noted that the Technology Forecast for Train Control 
Systems is as follows:  

• The technologies in their Cutting-Edge stage of their life 
include ETCS Level 3, CTCS Level 4. 

• The technologies in their State-Of-The-Art stage of their life 
include PTC (Positive Train Control).

1 5432

# of 
Customers

Technology Life Cycle Stages (Time)

Conventional 
Signalling

CBTC

ETCS L1 
*

CTCS L2

PTC

ETCS L2

ETCS L3
CTCS L4

# of Suppliers

M
ar

ke
t 

G
ro

w
th

CTCS L1

CTCS L3

*  Though ETCS L1 and ETCS L2 are the same system      
with variants which include that ETCS L1 does not have the 
radio link; they have been plotted on different technology life 
cycle stages in order to demonstrate their progression in as 
far as the technology life stages are concerned.

Figure 1 – Technology forecast 
for signalling and train control 
technologies.

1 5432

TETRA

GSM-R

SATELLITE LTE-R

WiFi # of 
Customers

# of Suppliers

Technology Life Cycle Stages (Time)

M
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t 
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Figure 2 – Technology forecast for 
communication technologies.

• Technologies in their growth stage of their life include ETCS 
Level 2, CTCS Level 2, CTCS Level 3.

• Technologies in their Mature stage of their life include ETCS 
Level 1, CTCS Level 1 and CBTC.

• Technologies in their Decline stage of their life include CTCS 
Level 0, Conventional Signalling.

The Technology Forecast for Communication Systems is as 
follows:

• The technologies in their Cutting-Edge stage of their life 
include  Satellite communication.

• The technologies in their State-Of-The-Art stage of their life 
include LTE-R.

• Technologies in their Growth stage of their life include 
GSM-R.

• Technologies in their Mature stage of their life include TETRA 
and WiFi..

A significant challenge of note with Communication Systems 
forecasting is that posed by the misalignment between the life 
stages of The GSM network and GSM-R.  In the commercial 
arena, the GSM network has already reached its Decline stage, 
whereas GSM-R is in its Growth stage, for railway application.
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Technology mapping
This step in the process, evaluates the GMA’s position within each 
identified technology.  The outcome of this step is a technology 
map that provides a visual representation communicating 
linkages between technologies and the GMA’s strategic 
objectives and the changing environment.  The GMA Technology 
Map (not available in public platforms) may be used as the basis 
for identifying areas of future investment. This Technology Map 
follows a layered approach and yields a map that outlines the 
following:

• Layer 1 (Strategic goals and Drivers):  Analysis of the GMA’s 
Strategic Goals / Business Drivers (Purpose - ‘know-why’).

• Layer 2 (Applications/Requirements):  Analysis of the 
Application / Features / Requirements needed to achieve 
Layer 1 items (Delivery – ‘know-what’).

• Layer 3 (Technologies):  Analysis of the Technologies available 
in the market (Resources – ‘know-how’).

• Layer 4 (Major projects):  Identification of major infrastructure 
investment projects.

• Layer 5 (Technology Capabilities):  Analysis of the technology 
capabilities. 

Linking strategic goals and requirements to technology
This section elaborates the logic behind the linkages created 
in the Technology Map between the GMA’s strategic goals/
requirements and Signalling, Train Control and Communication 
technologies available in the market and should be read in 
conjunction with the Technology Map. It should be noted that the 
objective of the linkages is for the achievement of an integrated 
approach into railway technology deployment or investment. 
The nineteen requirements listed in Table 3 are those typical 
strategic goal/requirements that can be achieved by one or more 

of the Signalling, Train Control and Communication technologies 
identified:

Prioritisation of technology
This section deals with the identification of those technologies 
that deserve investment, in order to achieve the GMA’s strategic 
goals and requirements.  This step begins to set the priorities 
for future investment and can be used as the benchmark for 
evaluating investment opportunities.

Communication technology
Making an investment decision on the suitable communication 
technology requires an organisation to take into account aspects 
such as industry support, availability of the frequency band, 
performance, life cycle cost and service features.  Based on the 
analysis and mapping of the strategic goals and requirements 
with the identified technology capabilities. LTE (-R) (and in some 
cases Wi-Fi) are predominantly the communication technologies 
that are able to meet the organisation’s goals and operational 
requirements set out in this paper. 

Wi-Fi (WlAN) has been in existence for 25 years and is the 
most widely used wireless network for in-train broadband 
access. Wi-Fi works over the license-free 2.4 GHz or 5.8 GHz 
frequency bands (this poses a security challenge, in that there 
is a possibility of interference and jamming that may be coming 
from other users of this technology). Wi-Fi supports very large 
bandwidth and it provides high per-user capacity and has a very 
low packet loss rate. Combined with the ubiquitous presence 
of Wi-Fi enabled devices including laptops and smart phones 
this provides an ideal solution for train operators. The range 
Wi-Fi covers is very small (typically 250 - 450 m). High handover 
frequency and the lack of a common approach to implement 
handovers using Wi-Fi make interoperability challenging. Finally, 

Requirement Linked technologies
On-board Passenger Security LTE (-R) integrated with a train control systems such as ETCS, CTCS.
Integrated ticketing on all modes  
(Taxis/Buses, etc.)

LTE (-R).

Integrated Security Networks LTE (-R).
Integrated Fare Collection Systems LTE (-R) integrated with a train control systems such as ETCS, CTCS.
Real Time Passenger Information LTE (-R) integrated with a train control systems such as ETCS, CTCS.
Integrated Communication Systems LTE (-R).  
Real-Time Data Management LTE (-R) integrated with a train control systems such as ETCS, CTCS.
Asset Condition Monitoring LTE (-R) integrated with a train control systems such as ETCS, CTCS.
20 train per hour line capacity Linked with ETCS, CTCS, CBTC, PTC, Conventional Signalling, Conventional 

Signalling with ATP (Automatic Train Protection) overlay.
3 minute headway: Linked with ETCS, CTCS, CBTC, PTC, Conventional Signalling, and Conventional 

Signalling with ATP overlay.  
Better traffic management Linked with GSM-R and LTE (-R) interfacing with train control systems – ETCS, CTCS, 

CBTC.
Real-Time Time Table LTE (-R) integrated with a train control systems such as ETCS, CTCS, CBTC.
Predictive routing ERTMS (ETCS + GSM-R), LTE (-R), CTCS, CBTC.
Peak load management LTE (-R) and Wi-Fi, integrated with a train control systems such as ETCS, CTCS, 

CBTC.
Dynamic scheduling Linked with LTE (-R) and Wi-Fi, integrated with a train control systems such as ETCS, 

CTCS, CBTC.
Automatic Train Operation ERTMS (ETCS + GSM-R), LTE (-R), CTCS, CBTC.
Predictive maintenance ERTMS (ETCS + GSM-R), LTE (-R), CTCS, CBTC.
Train monitoring of train Linked with LTE (-R), CBTC.
Monitoring of infrastructure LTE (-R) integrated with a train control systems such as ETCS, CTCS.

Table 3 – Strategic goals/requirements and technology linkage.
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the Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) to deploy Wi-Fi over an entire 
track network is very high (Banerjee et al, 2016). A practical 
solution for the application of Wi-Fi is within the station

lTE-R is based on LTE, the 4G wireless technology standardised 
in 2008 by the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) and has 
been widely accepted by wireless commercial services providers 
and the two prevailing standardisation bodies include 3GPP 
and 3GPP2.  The standardisation bodies have selected LTE as 
the evolution of their current 3G standards and is the first true 
convergence standard for mobile communications worldwide.  
3GPP has already undertaken definition of next LTE version 
called LTE advanced or ‘release 10’ and that will bring significant 
improvements (Bertout & Bernard, 2012).  Figure 3 shows the 
schedule for the standardisation and establishment of LTE-R in 
Europe and China, supported by UIC (International Union of 
Railways) and the Chinese government respectively. 

LTE-R has a flat network architecture and a multi-service 
bearer, making it a cost efficient technology and delivering the 
shortest bit transfer delay. LTE-R meets the bandwidth demand 
of real-time information transmission for the train control system 
with <50ms delay and can be used to transmit information for 
automatic train operation systems and it improves train safety. 
Real-time passenger information can also be transmitted, with 
the aggregation of Wi-Fi and it provides video monitoring of 
in-train systems, rail track conditions, video monitoring of railway 
infrastructure.  The monitoring information can be made available 
and utilised by the train and the control centre in real-time.  
LTE-R provides full dispatching information (data, text, voice, 
video, etc.) thus improving dispatching efficiency.  It supports 
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Figure 3 – The time frame of LTE-R in Europe and China.  
(Ruisi He, Bo Ai, Wang, Guan, Zhong, Molisch, Briso-Rodriguez and Oestges, 2016).

rich functionalities, such as voice trunking, dynamic grouping, 
temporary group call, short messaging and multi-media 
messaging (He et al, 2016). 

LTE-R provides the railway ‘Internet of Things’ services such as 
real-time query and tracking of trains. Other train services can be 
provided by the use of LTE-R, such as dynamic seat reservation, 
mobile e-ticketing.  In summary, LTE-R provides the following 
features in one network and technology:

• Train Control.
• Train Multimedia Dispatching.
• Real-Time Remote Monitoring.
• Railway Internet of Things.
• Mobile E-Ticketing.
• Railway Emergency Communications.
• Wireless Interaction of Passenger Information.
• In-Station Communication.
• Infrastructure Monitoring.

gSM-R is not a favourable choice of technology for achieving 
the holistic objectives of the GMA’s applications because of the 
following limitations:

• Capacity: The 4MHz bandwidth available on the GSM-R 
network can only support voice communication and is not 
sufficient for data transmission requirements of the GMA and 
that GSM-R cannot provide multi-services in one network, as 
may be required by the Gautrain.
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• Interference:  It is clear from the GMA’s typical strategic goals 
and requirements that a multi-service network is required.  
The interference between GSM-R and other public networks 
is increased because good coverage along the rail tracks 
is required by public and railway operators.  Even more 
interference could be worsened by an increased potential 
further deployment of public networks.

• Capability: The transmission rate of <10Kb/s is not sufficient 
for applications with high data demand.  GSM-R transmission 
delay in the range of 400ms and thus too high to support 
real-time application and emergency communication.

It is important to note the migration possibility that may 
exist between GSM-R and LTE(-R).  This could be used as an 
investment path to be taken by investors who have either 
already acquired and implemented GSM-R but now require to 
satisfy larger bandwidth and high capacity requirements, or can 
no longer afford to wait for the LTE(-R) technology to reach its 
growth stage in its technology life. 

Train control technology
There are a number of train control systems available and each 
rail network owner needs to select and invest in the one that 
satisfies its requirements. Ideally, train control systems should 
provide a safe means of train control, supervision and operation.  
Effective traffic management, minimisation of station dwell times 
and monitoring of train and infrastructure heath status, should 
also be a consideration when selecting a train control system 
worthy of investment. CBTC, ETCS, CTCS are the prevalent train 
control systems potentially capable of satisfying the strategic 
goals and requirements of the GMA as outlined above. In this 
section. The identification of the most suitable train control 
system for Gautrain application will be inferred. 

ETCS is a train control system which is a part of ERTMS 
(European Train Management System). The conceptualisation, 
design and implementation of ERTMS is based on the need for 
interoperability for the harmonisation of legacy Automatic Train 
Protection (ATP) systems across Europe and to support cross-
border train transportation.  The ERTMS standard was developed 
against the Technical Specification for Interoperability (TSI) and 
this should provide one with sufficient realisation of the relevant 
application.  In this manner, each railway subsystem or part of the 
subsystem is covered in order to meet the essential requirements 
and to ensure the interoperability of high speed and conventional 
rail systems.  By the very nature of the ETCS design, in that it 
overlays to conventional fixed block signalling and thus hinders 
high capacity requirements, which is better suited for mainline 
application; except of course for the ETCS Level 3 which is 
conceptualised and specified to meet the requirements for more 
capacity demands.  Typically mainline railway networks focus 
on timetable adherence rather than service frequency and the 
capacity demand is variable across route and region (Parsons, 
2012). CTCS similarly is designed in order to satisfy the need 
for interoperability for Chinese mainline railways.  GSM-R is the 
communication system used with ETCS and CTCS and therefore, 
is restricted in the transmission of real-time data.

Conversely, CBTC was conceptualised, designed and 
implemented to meet the high capacity needs of metro railways, 
in accordance to the IEEE standard 1474.1.  CTBC is most suited 
for application on segregated or single-service rail networks as 
they do not provide for interoperability and are proprietary to 
individual suppliers.  CBTC systems are ideal for the optimisation 
of network capacity, maximizing passenger throughput and 
provide improved performance and reliability (Parsons, 2012) 
and are effective in the reduction of operating and maintenance 
cost due to the reduced number of wayside subsystem used.  
Much shorter headways are achievable with CBTC and provide 

for coordination of multiple train movements through traffic and 
junction management. CBTC provides for real-time transmission 
of data such as location, speed and operation. 

Management of portfolio
It is of utmost importance that baseline milestones for technology 
investments are put in place after the identification and the 
mapping of technology.  The baseline milestones need to be 
traceable and are used as a measurement to ensure that the 
GMA’s strategic goals and requirements are being met going 
forward. It is also important to note that the Technology Map 
is a ‘living’ document and requires regular update because 
of changing external conditions, the organisations’ goals and 
requirements and the evolution of technology.

CONClUSION
Process
The Technology Mapping process has taken us through a number 
of steps where we firstly articulated the GMA strategic goals 
with the aim of aligning it with technologies available in the 
market. The analysis of the GMA strategic goals enabled the 
determination of the GMA requirements.  A number of system 
and service requirements were identified, of which nineteen of 
them were identified as achievable through the implementation 
of specific train control and communication technologies.  There 
are, however, critical factors that need to be satisfied in order to 
realise success of the implementation of the Technology Map, 
which include understanding of the GMA’ strategic objectives 
and requirements by Management, the knowledge of customer 
requirements through the GMA being a customer-centric 
organisation and the technical knowledge of Signalling, Train 
Control and Communication technology. 

Further on into the process steps, we identified the required 
Signalling, Train Control and Communication technologies by 
performing technology analysis and comparison. In this step 
we also assessed the evolution of Signalling, Train Control and 
Communication technologies by looking at convergence of 
various technologies and finalised this with the production of 
a Technology Forecast of each Signalling, Train Control and 
Communication technology.  The Technology Forecast provides 
the GMA with the necessary knowledge and understanding of the 
evolution of railway signalling, train control and communications 
technology for better planning and decision making and provides 
a consensual vision of the future technologies and has been used 
as input into the Technology Map. 

Technology map
The Technology Map for the Signalling, Train Control and 
Communication technologies created for the alignment of the 
GMA’s business strategic goals and requirements has enabled 
the visualisation of linkages between the Signalling, Train Control 
and Communication technologies and the GMA’s strategic 
goals and system requirements.  Out of all the strategic goals 
and requirements identified through workshop sessions with 
Executive Management. Nineteen of these have been identified 
as achievable through Train Control and Communication 
technologies.  The predominant Train Control technologies 
identified as suitable technologies to choose from include 
ETCS, CTCS and CBTC. The predominant Communication 
technology identified as suitable technologies worth investment 
is LTE-R as opposed to GSM-R and Wi-Fi, due to its cost 
effective flat network architecture, high bandwidth that has 
capability of accommodating ‘data hungry’ applications such 
as video monitoring, maps, real-time information transmission, 
full dispatching information and multi-service bearer capability 
which caters for the Integrated Transport Systems.  Over 
and above these benefits, LTE-R provides for aggregation 
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with Wi-Fi in station areas and Internet of Things.  LTE-R 
also supports functionalities such as voice trunking, dynamic 
grouping, temporary group call, short messaging and multi-
media messaging. GSM-R has been excluded as an option 
for investment due to its capacity limitations which restrict the 
achievement of the GMA’s strategic goals and applications/
requirements and the threat of end of development of the GSM 
technology in 2025. 

Prioritisation of technology
The linkages created in the Technology Map have provided 
an elimination form for the Signalling, Train Control and 
Communication technologies which highlighted CBTC and 
LTE-R as being the most probable choice for Train Control 
and Communication technology investment. Industry support, 
availability of the frequency band, performance, life cycle 
cost and services features are important aspects to take into 
consideration when a suitable Train Control and Communication 
technology is to be chosen and invested on.   
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Introduction by Rod Muttram of the IRSE 
International Technical Committee
At several IRSE presentations I have attended, including 
the 2016 Annual Convention in Beijing, I have witnessed 
confusion regarding exactly what the CTCS-3 train control 
system used on most Chinese high-speed Lines is and how 
it relates to ETCS Level 2. I have often heard it said that it is 
“quite different and bears no relation to ETCS Level 2”. But 
I know from my time with Bombardier (who have supplied 
the majority of the ETCS on-board systems used in China to 
date) that the system they supplied to China was no different 
to an SRS 2.3.0d on-board supplied into any other market. 
What differs is the way that it is integrated into the overall 
CTCS-3 system and of course, on a dedicated high-speed 
implementation, not all functions are used. To try to reduce 
the confusion we asked Professor Ning Bin, President of 
Beijing Jiaotong University (BJTU), and Professor Tang Tao, 
Director of the Key State Laboratory for Rail Traffic Control and 
Safety at BJTU, to produce the article below. They have now 
kindly done that with the assistance of another BJTU colleague 
and two members of staff from the China Railway Corporation. 
We hope it proves enlightening.

Introduction
Research and development into train control technology has 
been carried out for about 30 years in China. In the past 15 years, 
it has developed rapidly, especially train control technology for 
the high speed railways and mass transit. 

In 2002, the maximum speed of main lines in China was 
160 km/h after the ‘fourth round’ speed-up campaign. The 
wayside signalling equipment on the Chinese railway mainly used 
the unified ZPW-2000 track circuit, and the onboard equipment 
used the Digital Universal (DU) Cab Signal system. 

Meanwhile, the construction of the dedicated passenger 
lines (high-speed railway lines) was planned and began to be 
implemented. In order to meet the requirements of Chinese 
railway’s rapid development, the Ministry of Railways (MOR) 
proposed the strategic development of the Chinese Train 
Control System (CTCS) which should be advanced, easy to apply, 
sustainable and address compatibility and interoperability. In 
2002, the basic architecture and application levels of CTCS were 
announced at the annual UIC ERTMS conference held in Beijing.

In 2004, the general technical specification of CTCS was 
released by MOR, in which the overall technical framework 
of CTCS and the system framework of every application level 
from CTCS-0 to CTCS-4 were stated. In 2007, the CTCS-2 train 
control system was successfully developed for the ‘sixth round’ 
speed-up campaign. CTCS-2 can be used for the speed-up of 
existing lines and the passenger dedicated lines with a speed of 
200 km/h. In the middle of 2007, the MOR set up the CTCS-3 
technical research group to solve the innovation problems of the 
CTCS-3 train control system for the construction of the Wuhan-
Guangzhou and Zhengzhou-Xi’an high-speed railway projects. 

In December 2009, the Wuhan-Guangzhou high-speed railway 
line with the CTCS-3 train control system came into operation 
with a maximum operational train speed of 350 km/h. By the end 
of 2016, more than 20 000 km of high-speed railway lines were 
in operation with the CTCS-2 and CTCS-3 train control systems 
including 950 trains equipped with CTCS-2 on-board equipment 
and 1305 trains equipped with CTCS-3 on-board equipment.

CTCS general framework
The architecture of CTCS includes three layers: the traffic 
management layer, the network layer and the control layer (the 
Wayside layer and On-board equipment layer). This is shown in 
Figure 1.

 

 

Traffic management layer

Network layer

Wayside layer On-board layer 

Figure 1 – Architectural structure of CTCS.

Traffic management layer 
The traffic management layer is the Centralised Traffic Control 
Centre (CTC), the main functions of which includes strategic 
planning, timetabling, passenger information, and monitoring. 
An example traffic control centre is shown in Figure 2.

Network layer
The networks of CTCS lie between every two layers and transmit 
real time data and operational command orders through the 
cable network or radio communication systems.

Wayside layer
The wayside layer mainly includes the Radio Block Centre 
(RBC), Train Control Centre (TCC), Track Circuits, Balises, Radio 
communication module, et al. The RBC (CTCS-3) or TCC 
(CTCS-2) is the core of the Wayside equipment, which creates 
Movement Authorities (MA) according to the train control 
command, train routes, train operation conditions and the status 
of equipment.

On-board layer
The on-board equipment is the key part of the train control 
system. It has several kinds of control modes, which can 
be adapted to track circuit, spot transmission and wireless 
transmission modes. It mainly comprises the on-board vital 
computer, the continuous information receiving module, the 
spot (intermittent) information receiving module, the wireless 
communication module, the speed measuring module, the 
driver-machine interface, judicial recording Unit, et al. 

Li Kaicheng
Beijing Jiaotong  
University
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CTCS includes both the wayside equipment and the on-board 
equipment. Based on the system configuration, the device 
composition and the application environment, CTCS is divided 
into five application levels: CTCS-0 ~ CTCS-4, with the following 
characteristics.

• CTCS-0 is applied to the existing lines, and comprises 
a DU Cab Signal and a Train Operation Monitoring and 
Recording Device (LKJ for short).

• CTCS-1 comprises a DU cab signal and safety equipment 
LKJ for 160 km/h lines. Balises are used to realise train 
operation safety control.

• CTCS-2 is used for 200-250 km/h lines, in which the MA 
and line data are transmitted by the track circuits and 
balises.

• CTCS-3 is also realised using fixed block principles based 
on track circuits. But MA in CTCS-3 is transmitted by the 
RBC via bi-directional wireless communication networks 
between the on-board and the wayside systems. CTCS-3 
is used for trains with a speed of 300-350 km/h. CTCS-2 is 
used as the back-up system of CTCS-3.

• CTCS-4 is based on moving block principles, in which 
the MA is generated by RBC via bi-directional wireless 
communication networks between the on-board and the 
wayside equipment.

Technical Features of CTCS-2
At this time there are about 100 000 km of conventional lines 
in China which use CTCS-0. The ground equipment of CTCS-0 
is the ZPW-2000 track circuit conforming to Chinese railway 
standards. Coding of the track circuit is still realised by relays. 
The on-board equipment of CTCS-0 includes a Cab Signal and 
LKJ. 

CTCS-2 is a continuous train control system which was 
developed from existing mature technology and signalling 
equipment in China. In 2004 the use of CTCS-2 to speed-up lines 
was first proposed in China. The architecture of this system is 
shown in Figure 3.

Besides the ZPW-2000 track circuit, the Train Control Centre 
(TCC), Balise and Line side Electronic Unit (LEU) were added. 
The balise and LEU conforming to the Eurobalise standard were 
produced using imported technologies. The TCC used to store 

CTC
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TCR BTM

VC

DMIODO

CTCS-2 Wayside equipment

CTCS-2 On-board equipment

Variable 
Balise

Fixed 
Balise

LEU

TCC

Figure 2 –The CRC centralised traffic control centre in Beijing. Photo Francis How.

Figure 3 – Architecture of CTCS-2 for ‘speed-up’ lines.

the pre-prepared temporary speed restriction messages was 
designed and developed by Chinese railways. Based on the DU 
cab signal, on-board vital computer (VC), balise transmission 
module (BTM), track circuit receiver (TCR), odometer unit (ODO) 
and driver machine interface (DMI) were added as the on-board 
equipment into the CTCS-2 train control system. The VC and 
BTM were produced using imported technologies. 

Based on the CTCS-2 used to speed-up conventional lines, 
CTCS-2 for the high speed railway was developed (shown 
in Figure 4). Due to the poor flexibility of the pre-prepared 
temporary speed restriction messages, CTCS-2 adopts a real-
time coding mode to meet the requirement of the high speed 
railway lines. This function is performed by the TCC and it also 
produces the code sequence for the track circuits. The computer 
replaces the coding relays, which greatly reduces the number of 
relays used.
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Centralised traffic operation control is adopted in China 
for the high speed railway. There are no dispatchers in 
the stations. Temporary speed restrictions are set up and 
cancelled via the console in the dispatch centre. Since 
the Centralised Traffic Control (CTC) is only a SIL2 level 
device, a SIL 4 system is required to centrally manage the 
temporary speed restriction commands. Thus a temporary 
speed restriction server (TSRS) was designed for the 
CTCS-2 train control system. Temporary speed restriction 
commands input via the CTC are saved in the TSRS. The 
TSRS then sends the temporary speed restriction to the 
TCC when the release timing is satisfied. When the TCC 
completes the real-time preparation of the messages, it 
will send them to the on-board equipment via the LEUs 
and programmable balises. 

Technical Features of CTCS-2
CTCS-2 is a continuous train control system based on 
track circuits. Its technical features are as below:

• Uses the fixed block principle.
• Achieves one-way information transmission from the 

wayside to the train through the track circuit and the 
balise.

• Track circuits are used to transmit the number of 
clear blocks in front of the train.

• Fixed balises are used to transmit line data, including 
length of track circuit, gradient and frequency, etc.

• The programmable balise is used to transmit 
temporary speed limits, receiving or departure 
route information.

• The balise uses packet 44 in ETCS language to 
transmit the train control information, including 
length of track circuit, gradient, frequency, and 
temporary speed limits, etc.

• The on-board equipment creates a MA based on 
track circuit information and balise information.

Interoperability measures of CTCS-2 
To ensure the interoperability of CTCS-2, the following 
measures are taken:

• The CTCS-2 technical specifications were 
developed.

• The information protocol for transmission from the 
wayside to the on-board is unified:
 o the ZPW-2000 track circuit is adopted, where the 

carrier frequency, the modulation frequency and 
the coding are unified.

 o the Balise conforms to the ETCS Balise 
specification, and packet 44 is used to transmit the 
track data, including the length of track circuit, the 
gradient, the carrier frequency, etc. 

• Interoperability testing is carried out both in a laboratory 
and in the field. 

Technical Features of CTCS-3
Also based on the fixed block principle, CTCS-3 is implemented 
using bi-directional information transmission between the 
wayside and the on-board via GSM-R wireless communication. 
The basic principle of the CTCS-3 is the same as CTCS-2, and the 
architecture is shown in Figure 5. 

In 2008, the CTCS-3 standard specifications were proposed, 
based on the ETCS system requirement specification V2.3.0d, 
which were used to guide the development, manufacturing, 
testing, application and maintenance of the CTCS-3 of 
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Figure 4 – Archietcture of CTCS-2 for High Speed railways.
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Figure 5 – Architecture of CTCS-3.

the Chinese high-speed railways, and to guarantee the 
interoperability of the Chinese high-speed railway network. The 
CTCS-3 specifications include the overall technical schemes, 
functional requirements specification, system requirements 
specification, subsystem technical specifications, interface 
specifications and test specifications, where:

• The overall technical scheme mainly describes the design 
principles and operational scenarios of the Chinese high-
speed railway.

• The functional requirements specification describes the 
functions that CTCS-3 should have.
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CHINESE TRAIN CONTROL
• The system requirements specification describes the system 

principles, defines the operating modes of the CTCS-3 
onboard equipment and all transitions between modes, 
defines and describes the necessary variables to be used 
for the data flow over the air gap between track and train 
and defines the application protocol necessary to achieve 
technical interoperability.

• The subsystem technical specifications describe the 
functional requirements of the key devices, including the 
on-board equipment, RBC, TSRS, etc. 

• The interface specifications describe the protocol and 
information exchange process between the key subsystems, 
such as RBC-interlocking, RBC-TSRS, etc. 

• The test specifications describe the test cases that 
implement system functional testing and interoperability 
testing.

To guarantee the interoperability of the Chinese railway networks, 
CTCS-3 uses a unified ZPW-2000 track circuit to implement 
the fixed block principle. The wayside equipment of CTCS-3 is 
built on CTCS-2 by introducing the RBC. The RBC creates MA 
according to information on routes, the state of track circuits, 
the position of trains and track data. It then sends a MA to the 
on-board equipment through GSM-R. The CTCS-3 on-board 
equipment consists of a vital computer (VC), which involves a 
CTCS-3 controller (VC-C3) and CTCS-2 controller (VC-C2), balise 
transmission module (BTM), track circuit receiver (TCR), odometer 
unit (ODO), driver machine interface (DMI), etc. The VC and 
BTM are developed with imported technologies, and other 
subsystems are independently developed. 

Temporary speed restriction commands given by the CTC are 
stored in the TSRS. When the timing is right, the TSRS sends the 
temporary speed restriction commands to the RBC and TCC, 
respectively. The RBC sends the commands to the on-board 
equipment through GSM-R, and the TCC sends the command to 
the on-board equipment through LEU and controllable balise.

CTCS-2 is used as the backup system of CTCS-3. As mentioned 
above, the wayside subsystem of the CTCS-3 involves all of 
the wayside equipment of CTCS-2 and has the same function 
as CTCS-2. When the GSM-R is working correctly, the onboard 
equipment can work in CTCS-3, and the safe movement of the 
train is supervised by VC-C3, while if the communication via 
GSM-R times out, the onboard equipment will work in CTCS-2, 
and the safe movement of the train is supervised by VC-C2.

On 200-250 km/h railway lines RBCs are not installed on the 
wayside, the main control system is CTCS-2. On 300-350 km/h 
railway lines the wayside system is configured as CTCS-3. The 
system normally works in CTCS-3 and CTCS-2 is used as a 
backup system. These two grades of lines have different lengths 
of block section: 

• On 200-250 km/h railway lines, the length of block sections 
is normally 1 km. 

• On 300-350 km/h railway lines, the length of block sections 
is normally 2 km.

In CTCS-2, the track circuits give the number of clear block 
sections in the front of train, and the balises give information on 
track data, including the length of each track section, gradient, 
etc. With this information, the on-board equipment is able to 
create a MA. With the same information from track circuits, the 
CTCS-2 on-board equipment in 300-350 km/h railway lines has a 
longer MA than in 200-250 km/h railway lines. Therefore, when 
the onboard equipment works in CTCS-2 in 300-350 km/h railway 
lines, the maximum permitted speed is 300 km/h, whereas for 
200-250 km/h railway lines, the maximum permitted speed is 
250km/h.

Since the wayside subsystem of the CTCS-3 has the same 
function as CTCS-2, railway lines and the on-board equipment 
in CTCS-3 also receives track circuit information. So in CTCS-3 
the onboard equipment compares the lengths of MA from both 
RBC and track circuits, and uses the shorter one to control the 
train. Such a strategy can also be a benefit in defending against 
security risks to GSM-R. 

Technical Features of CTCS-3
CTCS-3 has the following technical features:
• Uses the fixed block principle.
• GSM-R implements bi-directional information transmission.
• The MA and track data are generated by the RBC 

according to information on the route, state of track circuits 
and the position of the trains.

• The train positions are calibrated by balises.
• The TSRS manages temporary speed restriction commands.
• The on-board equipment creates braking curves, as well as 

supervises the train, with respect to MA and track data.
• CTCS-2 is used as the backup system of CTCS-3.

Interoperability measures in CTCS-3
During the development of CTCS-3, the following measures were 
taken to ensure interoperability. 
• A unified CTCS-3 standard specification was produced.
• The protocol between the on-board and ground 

subsystems was standardised, including the electrical 
features, messages to be transmitted, telegrams, definitions 
and formats of packages and variables. It follows the ETCS 
specification. 

• Following the design rules of a Eurobalise telegram, 
Packet 44 was used to transmit train control information for 
CTCS-2. 

• Use of the same or an agreed transmission process for 
wireless messages. 

• Performance of independent third party interoperability 
testing in a laboratory and in the field.

Figure 6 – A comparison of driver machine interfaces, both in an 
overspeed situation. CTCS-3 at the top, ETCS beneath. 
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Comparison item CTCS-3 ETCS-2
General purpose To be used for speed supervision of trains with a 

speed for 300-350 km/h.
To achieve interoperability within the Community 
rail system on conventional and high speed lines 
of up to 350 km/h.

Standard specification CTCS-3 specification was inspired by ETCS-2 and 
involves the features and habits of Chinese railway 
transport organisation. CTCS-2 and CTCS-3 have 
different specifications.

ETCS L2 is part of the specification covering ETCS 
L1 , L2 and L3.

Block mode Fixed blocks. Fixed blocks.

Movement authority 
generation 

Generated by RBC, according to the information 
of route, state of track circuit and the positions of 
the trains.
Compares the lengths of MA from both RBC and 
track circuits, and uses the shorter.

Generated by RBC, according to the information 
of route, state of track occupancy detection and 
the position of the trains.

Information transmission 
between wayside and on-
board equipment 

GSM-R implements bi-directional data 
transmission between on-board and trackside 
subsystems.
Track circuits transmit the number of clear block 
sections in front of the train.

GSM-R implements bi-directional information 
transmission between on-board and trackside 
subsystems.

Train position calibration Positions of trains are calibrated  by balises to 
EuroBalise specifications. 

Positions of trains are calibrated by balises to 
EuroBalise specifications.

Information format Messages, telegrams, packages and variables 
defined by ETCS.

Messages, telegrams, packages and variables 
defined by ETCS.

On-board equipment 
modes

Includes nine modes: Stand-By, Full Supervision, 
Calling On, On Sight, Shunting, Trip, Post Trip, 
Sleeping and Isolation. 
Some modes follow the Chinese traditional 
operations to limit the impact to drivers. For 
example, the manner by which a driver inputs 
parameters in the standby mode, and the 
requirement for the driver to acknowledge every 
300 m or 60 s in the ‘on sight’ mode. 

Includes 17 modes: Standby, Full Supervision, On 
Sight, Staff Responsible, Shunting, Trip, Post Trip, 
Sleeping, Isolation, Limited Supervision, Reverse, 
Non Leading, Passive Shunting, System Failure, 
No Power, Unfitted and National System. 
It has override function in the on sight mode. 

Driver Machine Interface
(see Figure 6)

640×480 Display with 6 display zones: 
The display direction of the ‘D’ zone (movement 
plan) is horizontal, and also displays the received 
information from track circuits. 

640×480 Display with 6 display zones: 
The display direction of D zone (movement plan) 
is vertical.

Backup system CTCS-3 uses CTCS-2 as its backup system. 
The backup system uses information from ZPW-
2000 series track circuit, and track data from fixed 
balises using ‘Packet 44’.

ETCS-2 has no backup system. 

On-board vital computer Has two control units (or modules): the CTCS-3 
controller and the CTCS-2 controller.
The CTCS-3 unit (or module)  supervises trains 
with the movement authorities and track data from 
RBC.
The CTCS-2 unit (or module) supervises train with 
the movement authorities and track data from 
track circuits and balises. 

Has only one vital computer (EVC), which has 
supervision functions for ETCS L1, L2 and L3.

Conclusion
We hope this article has cast light on the close relationship 
between ETCS Level 2 and CTCS3. CTCS3 is a comprehensive 
and highly capable system into which a high-speed ETCS 
Level 2 implementation is embedded. CTCS2 is used as more 
than a simple fall-back; it is integrated into CTCS3 in a way 
which enhances both availability and safety, and the addition 
of a dedicated temporary speed restriction server gives high 
levels of centralised control with operational flexibility.

Comparison of CTCS-3 and ETCS-2
The table above gives a comparison of CTCS-3 and ETCS-2. 
This comparison shows the considerable level of functionality 
achieved by CTCS-3, and also the architectural differences 
between the two systems. As would be expected, many of the 
differences arise from the difference of use; CTCS-3 is designed 
to meet the needs of a single railway, ETCS-2 to provide an 
interoperable solution for very different railways in different 
countries.
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VITAL COMMS

Philip Wiltshire HonFIRSE
Electric token working using broadband

The UK’s North Yorkshire Moors Railway (NYMR) is a minor 
railway running heritage trains for 18 miles mainly along the 
route of the 1836 Whitby to Pickering Railway from Pickering to 
Grosmont; after which many services continue over Network Rail 
infrastructure for the remaining six miles to Whitby. 

The NYMR is single track with passing loops at Levisham and 
Goathland; and carries some 330,000 passengers per year. 

The section between Goathland and Grosmont has long been 
operated under the Electric Token Block Regulations using 
Tyer’s No 6 tablet instruments; however, the 13½ miles (22 km) 
from Goathland to New Bridge (Pickering) is not cabled outside 
station limits and was worked under the Train Staff and Ticket 
Regulations with box to box voice communications via a private 
wire omnibus circuit over the Public Service Telephone Network 
(PSTN). Levisham signalbox is capable of being ‘switched out’ 
in periods of light traffic with a long section being operated 
between Goathland and New Bridge.

Train Staff and Ticket had the drawback that an unplanned 
deviation from the intended train plan frequently required the 
train staff to be conveyed by road to the opposite end of the 
section, a process not helped by the geography of the North 
Yorkshire Moors.

Background
Some years ago, the Railway was given a demonstration of an 
‘HD/Link’ module by Westinghouse Signals (before becoming 
part of Siemens Rail Automation) and it was quickly realised that 
this might provide a means of operating Electric Token over the 
PSTN. 

The first thoughts were to do this via either a dial-up connection 
or a private wire; but with the rapid advance of technology 
thoughts soon turned to making the connection over the internet 
using broadband. 

A Development Agreement was drawn up between NYMR 
and Siemens to progress this proposal; with Siemens providing 
expertise on developing the communications links and NYMR 
volunteers doing all other design work. 

Westplex
Westplex is the European version of HD/Link, a SIL 4 
microprocessor based data transmission system, developed by 
Safetran Corporation in the USA (now also part of Siemens Rail 
Automation), and designed to interface directly with signalling 
relays. It is suitable for use over open transmission systems. 

Each unit is capable of receiving eight parallel inputs and 
driving eight parallel outputs.

The inputs, outputs, power and communications are connected 
via a Wago type connector on the top panel. 

The configuration of a particular module is achieved by the 
module reading the contents of an external configuration device 
(an electronically eraseable programmable read only memory or 
EEPROM) embedded in the Wago connector. This allows module 
replacement without the need to download data. There are no 
configuration links within the module.

The eight vital parallel inputs (VPIs) are designed to detect 
steady state dc voltages, such as those controlled by relay 
contacts (on/off). A VPI will only change state if its input voltage 
change persists for 500 ms or longer. Inputs are optically isolated 
from all other inputs.

Input states (as detected by the software) are indicated by LEDs 
on the Westplex front panel. 

The eight vital relay outputs (VROs) from the Westplex module 
are designed to control vital signalling relays using a switched 
drive voltage.

Pickering

London

Whitby

New Bridge Signalbox on the North Yorkshire Moors Railway. Photo Ian James Allison. The NYMR is located in the north-east of England.
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Outputs can be configured in data to be slow-to-pick or slow-to-
drop to replicate the operation of slugged relays. If the HD/Link 
module is not configured, or has failed, all outputs will remain 
de-energised.

Each output consists of one positive and one negative terminal 
located on the Westplex Wago connector. Drive voltages are 
supplied by the Westplex.

Output states are indicated on LEDs on the Westplex front 
panel.

Each Westplex module is identified by a unique 14-digit Site 
Identification Number and each input can be programmed to 
output at the same, or any other, module. 

In addition, a ‘cut section’ facility exists which enables the virtual 
circuit between two modules to be controlled by an input from a 
third module. Thanks to this flexibility a single Westplex module 
at each signalbox provides sufficient communication channels for 
the whole of the present application. 

Communications
To allow transmission of controls and indications between 
the three signalboxes a system of Virtual Private Networks is 
provided between Westermo DR250 ADSL routers using a 
broadband connection over the PSTN to provide a signalling 
datalink.

A single Westplex module is provided at each signalbox for 
transmission of safety critical controls and indications. This is 
connected by Echelon LAN to a Wayside Access Gateway, a 
media converter, which is in turn connected by Ethernet to the 
Westermo DR250 router.

At Levisham which is very remote, and where the broadband 
connection is less reliable, duplicate routers enable either of the 
two PSTN lines to the station to be used.

It was found that the transmission delay via the Westplex was 
such that the block bells did not operate with realistic timing. 
A faster transmission link using the Moxa ioMirror E3210 was 
therefore provided in parallel with the Westplex for block bells 
and other non-safety-critical functions. 

The ioMirror E3210 is designed to connect digital input signals 
to digital outputs over an IP network. Each unit is equipped 
with eight digital inputs and eight digital outputs and in this 
application, is connected to the Westermo DR250 router by a 
direct Ethernet connection. 

The installed system 
The system as installed consists of short sections between 
Goathland and Levisham and Levisham and New Bridge using 
Tyer’s No 6 tablet instruments; and, when Levisham is switched 
out, a long section between Goathland and New Bridge, using 
Tyer’s Key Token instruments.

All token instruments are connected to the Westplex modules 
by relay interfaces, using conventional signalling relays, and 
configured so that they operate, as nearly as possible, as they 
would if connected by direct wire. 

The one significant difference is due to the greater time delay in 
transmission. Normal speed bell signals, resulting from operating 
the token instrument plunger at normal speed, are transmitted 
by the Moxa ioMirror E3210 but ‘filtered out’ from the Westplex 
connection by a slugged relay. For those plunger operations 
which are required to operate the remote token instrument it 
is necessary to hold the plunger in for longer to overcome the 
slugging.

Typically, messages are transmitted by the system in less than 
two seconds, but to guard against messages being delayed 
in transmission all messages are numbered and time-stamped 
and a time limit is set after which messages are rejected.  In this 
application that limit is set at five seconds. 

To guard against the possibility that releases are sent from both 
ends, and pass in transmission within this five second window, a 
timer is introduced so that the circuitry will not accept a release 
within six seconds of a release being transmitted. 

Historically, due to the constraints imposed by operating tablet 
instruments and bells over a single wire and earth return, it 
was difficult to prove that the home signal at the sending end 
had been restored before a release was given. However, in the 
present application, because the functions are split over separate 
communications channels, it has been possible to prove the 
home signal ‘on’ before a release can be given; and to prove that 
the home signal has been restored to Normal after the arrival of 
the train before the instrument can be restored to normal.    

Switching out
Switching Levisham ‘out’ or ‘in’ requires the co-operation of 
all three signalmen. To switch ‘out’ the signalmen at both New 
Bridge and Goathland must hold the plungers of their short 
section instruments ‘in’ while the Levisham signalman operates 
a plunger associated with the King Lever. Provided that the 
instruments of both short sections are normal, and the track 
circuits within Levisham station limits are clear, the King Lever is 
released to the ‘B’ position; breaking both short section circuits 
as it leaves the Normal position. 

Once the mechanical locking conditions have been met the 
King Lever can be moved fully Reverse, making up the long 
section circuit. Switching ‘in’ follows a similar process with 
New Bridge and Goathland holding in the plungers on the 
long section instruments while Levisham operates the King 
Lever plunger to release the King Lever from Reverse to the ‘D’ 
position, provided both the long section instruments are normal. 

Apparatus case at Goathland.
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The long section circuit is broken as the King Lever moves from 

Reverse and the short sections are made up when the King Lever, 
having satisfied the mechanical locking, is fully Normal. 

Safety assurance
Westplex is a device whose development meets the 
requirements of EN50128 and EN50129 for SIL 4; it also meets 
the requirements up to Class 5 of EN50159-2 for communication 
in open systems. It has a generic safety case and has been 
approved by Network Rail and used for vital communications 
over the Network Rail telecommunications network.

The design was the subject of a formal HAZOP to ensure that all 
credible risks had been mitigated; following which an Application 
Safety Case was completed.

To comply with the ROGS requirements the system was finally 
subjected to an independent safety assessment by a senior 
Signal Engineer who had had no involvement with the design or 
development. 

Installation, testing and commissioning
All installation, testing and commissioning was carried out by 
NYMR volunteers. The first section from Goathland to Levisham 
was commissioned in February 2016; and, after more signallers 
had been trained, the section from Levisham to New Bridge was 
commissioned in June 2016. The final stage, to commission the 
long section and allow Levisham to switch out, was completed in 
March 2017.

Experience in service
Generally, the performance of the system has been good but two 
problems were encountered:

To make best use of the contacts within the Tablet instruments 
in the interface circuits, and on the assumption that the 
commutators were symmetrical, the commutator connections 
were reversed from the normal direct wire configuration; 
however, it was soon found that the commutators were not 
symmetrical, there being an insulated segment on one side but 
not on the other. As wired this resulted in a short circuit and 
blown fuse if the plunger was operated when the tablet slide had 
not been pushed fully home. Once identified a modification was 
made to restore the commutator connections to the conventional 
configuration.

Token instruments at New Bridge.

The second problem related to the broadband connection 
at Levisham, always identified as a possible problem. It was 
eventually found that at least some of the failures were due to the 
firewall settings preventing the broadband connection switching 
between the two routers as intended. The firewall settings have 
been reconfigured and the performance is being monitored. 

Conclusion
This has been a complex and challenging project and its 
successful completion, to a standard that would do credit to a 
professional workforce, reflects great credit on the volunteers 
responsible.

It would be interesting to know whether anything similar has 
been done elsewhere, or whether this is indeed a first. 

Did you know
 ... that as an IRSE member, you can access 
journals and books covering all aspects of 
electrical and electronics engineering, including 
telecommunications, signalling and control 
engineering?   
 
IRSE members can use the IET library facilities at 
Savoy Place in London. 

For more information visit  
irse.info/iourx

Please take the time to check your details on 
our new database system.

Visit www.irse.org, click on the login to IRSE 
link, enter your email address and password, 
and click on My Record on the left hand side 
of the screen.

Thanks for checking!

Do we have your most 
up to date details?

http://irse.info/iourx
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EQUALITY, DIVERSITY, INCLUSION

Rang Lee
Dear 11-year old me

Hi Rang,

This is you, 20 something years later.

Yes, you live abroad.  You moved out when you were 18.  
Flew to the UK after just completing the first year in the 
university from Korea.

No, you never met him in person, Boyzone split up and he 
married someone else.

Yes, you finally found exactly what you want to do, 
Congratulations! But it took FIVE universities, SEVEN 
courses and still it needs some fine tuning.

No, you’re not a fighter pilot.  Well, not yet, anyway.  
But, do you really think you’d flourish in the hierarchical 
command-and-obey system? Just look around you, now.  
You are surrounded with people who have plans for you.  
They think you should be an artist, a doctor, a teacher, a 
radio DJ, a weather woman… but we don’t listen, do we?

I know your favourite school subject is physics.  You love 
discovering the rules of the seemingly chaotic universe.  
It’s beautiful how things create the perfect harmony when 
they’re just doing their things and be themselves, all the 
time.  (well ‘time’ is a funny thing, but we don’t have to 
talk about it right now.)

Spoiler alert.

You chose Mechanical Engineering.  Because you like 
machines.  You like making something tangible and making 
people’s lives easier with your creations.  But you’re aware 
of the impact on nature or other people as consequences.  
This is the moral dilemma that stays with you.  Good luck.

Now, back to me.

Right now, I enjoy what I do.  I work for the Transport 
for London (TfL) Engineering Development and Research 
department and work with talented and dedicated people 
with ideas to change the present and the future lifescape 
of London.  It’s stimulating and reassuring when interacting 
with people with strong passion who welcome change.

Being a woman has never been a disadvantage. It makes 
it easier for others to remember me. But, it does put me 
in a minority group.   But because of that, it makes it 
easier for others to remember me.  Especially when I 
have a boy’s name, Lee.  It’s my surname, but, often people 
mistake it as my first name.  Accompanied with my job 
title, well, some people have a moment of self-reflection 
about their subconscious stereotyping when they see me in 
person.  Take my example at TfL.  At first, they issued my 
ID with the order of my names the wrong way around.  But 
what they want, amongst many things, is good engineers 
regardless their gender.  It’s not about being genderless.  
TfL Engineering sees varied needs and makes effort to 
create the right culture, so each staff may perform at 
their best.  It’s great to see organisational level of support 
available to normalise the unnatural ratio of sexes in 
engineering.  It’s a huge learning curve for the industry, 
existing demographic of the workforce and the new comers.  
‘Women’ don’t have to be like ‘men’ and vice versa.  We are 
all engineers.

So, girl, I’m happy you listened to your heart.  After all, it’s 
your passion that makes you the right person for the job.

Love, R.

The IRSE is absolutely committed to recognising the 
importance of equality, diversity and inclusion to the ongoing 
success of our profession and engineering in general. 

At present only 9% of the UK engineering workforce is 
women, and although a number of countries benefit from 
having a much higher proportion of female engineers, many 
more have even lower levels. Innovation and creativity 
are dependent on having a diverse workforce, and the 
current shortage of capable, committed engineers entering 
the profession is critically affecting our ability to deliver 
infrastructure for the future.

We were therefore delighted to receive the attached letter 
from Transport for London Graduate Project Manager 
Rang Lee to her 11-year old self, giving a very different 
viewpoint on the challenges and rewards involved in taking 
the step into engineering.

So, how can we all help to encourage people like Rang into 
our profession? The IRSE encourages all members to get 
involved in Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths 
(STEM) events near them, and to engage with people of 
all ages and backgrounds, to share the opportunities - and 
challenges - that arise within our career. 

Perhaps one of the strongest messages we can share is the 
economic and social benefit of working in an industry which 
enables millions of people to travel safely every day to school, 
university, work or for pleasure. You will see more about 
diversity, equality and inclusion on the IRSE website, including 
our policy at irse.info/djkeh.

http://irse.info/djkeh
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PROFESSIONAL LIVES

News from the IRSE
Francis How

IRSE MATTERS

 

younger Members’ Exam Workshop for Modules  
1 and 7: 15 July 2017
With the kind support of Atkins, the IRSE Younger Members are 
pleased to invite you to an IRSE Exam Preparation Workshop for 
Modules 1 and 7. This event is offered free of charge. As well 
as attempting exam questions we will bring to you a signalling 
system based workshop with exciting interactive talks and games, 
purely aimed at motivating the participants to think outside the 
(signal) ‘box’. The workshop will emphasise the importance of 
engineering safety and the role it plays in the way the signalling 
system is developed.  If you are interested in attending, visit  
irse.info/c185r for more details.

First Presidential Programme Technical Paper 
2017-18
The first technical paper in our Presidential Programme for 2017-
18 will be delivered during the Australasian Section Technical 
Meeting taking place in Brisbane on 14-15 July 2017.

The paper will be presented by Cassandra Gash of the 
Australasian Section, on the subject of “An Engineer’s journey 
to becoming consciously competent” (addressing Peter Symon’s 
theme for the Presidential Year, “Future Signalling and You”).

To find more information about the Brisbane Technical Meeting 
and how to register to attend, visit irse.info/h41et.

ASPECT 2017: 28-29 November, Singapore
On 28-29 November our 9th ASPECT Conference will take place.  
For the first time, the event will be held outside the UK, in the 
dazzling city state of Singapore, a world-leading centre of urban 
transport technology, and at the heart of one of the world’s most 
dynamic regions, Asia.  

This event will feature around 40 high quality technical papers 
that address the broad themes of the Conference, together with 
a suppliers’ exhibition and optional additional days for Younger 
Members (27 Nov), technical visits (30 Nov) and an Australasian 

and Singapore Sections Seminar (1 Dec).  The event is being 
supported by the Institution of Engineers Singapore (IES).

More information is available on the IRSE website – visit  
irse.info/aspect.  To view the Programme and find out how to 
book, visit irse.info/jxopf.   

A limited number of bursaries are available for younger 
members, and applications for these must be received by 
31 July.  Visit irse.info/fmr18 to download the application form.

IRSE 2017 Convention: 25 – 29 September
You can now book online for the 2017 Convention taking place 
in the Dallas/Fort Worth area of the USA from 25-29 September.  
Details of the Convention (including the programme), the 
Booking Form, and the Hotel Booking Form are all now available 
via the links below.  

The Convention is also open to non-members (at a higher 
rate). If you know of work colleagues who might be interested in 
attending, please show them the information about the event.  A 
flier is available for this purpose at irse.info/u2jmi.

Find out more by visiting:
• the Convention page of the IRSE website,  

irse.info/irsecon17.
• the special Convention website,  

irse.info/dallas.

Systems Engineering Seminar
In 2016 we held a one day Seminar on Systems Engineering 
at the University of Birmingham (UK), supported by INCOSE.  
Various themes for follow-up emerged from that event, and 
we are now starting to plan a second seminar on one of these 
themes, namely Requirements Management.  The Seminar 
will take place in early 2018, in the UK.  If you would like to 
contribute a presentation for this event, please contact Karl King 
(karl.king@wspgroup.com). 

Did you know
 ... that reading IRSE NEWS 
can be part of your continuing 
professional development?

So can attending IRSE section 
meetings, conferences, seminars 
and a wide range of other activities.

For more information visit  
irse.info/i23ah Is RAMS all BULL
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MINOR RAILWAYS SECTION
Technical Visit to the Ffestiniog and Welsh Highland Railways

Report and photographs by Ian James Allison

The Ffestiniog Railway Company is 
the oldest surviving railway company 
in the world. It also owns the Welsh 
Highland Railway, which was re-
opened after a long period out of 
use in 2011. The two railways share 
the same track gauge of 1 foot, 
11½ inches (597 mm) and both meet 
at Porthmadog Harbour station, North 
Wales, UK. The entire route of both 
railways from Blaenau Ffestiniog to 
Caernarfon is 40 miles (64 km) long. 

Friday 12 May 2017 saw 36 
members and guests arrive at 
Porthmadog Harbour station for a 
relaxed luncheon with light refreshments. This was followed 
by an introduction to both the railways and a health and safety 
briefing to our group, undertaken in a skilful and entertaining 
manner by Daniel Evans of the S&T Department. And then we 
did something different!

The Purple Moose Brewery is a micro-brewery based in 
Porthmadog, with brewing having commenced in 2005. Having 
walked from the Harbour station, the group arrived and were 
split into three, to be introduced and guided through the whole 
brewing process with a particular emphasis on the engineering 
aspects, by three very knowledgeable and enthusiastic guides. It 
was very interesting to understand and learn about the brewery’s 
stringent rules on hygiene and quality management and the 
strict controls regarding the sourcing of all the ingredients, in 
order to produce their award winner beers. Whilst there were 
opportunities to ask questions, the group were unable to try any 
beer until later that evening!

Having walked back to Harbour station, the group boarded our 
special diesel-hauled train that was waiting in platform 2, for the 
short journey across The Cob embankment to Boston Lodge 
Halt and Boston Lodge Works. This location is the railway’s main 

engineering workshops, locomotive shed and carriage works 
with its origins dating back as far as 1807. Having been split 
into two, the group had the opportunity to be briefed regarding 
the history and development of the site, along with viewing the 
ongoing refurbishment, restoration and maintenance of steam 
locomotives originally built at this location. There was also the 
opportunity to view coaching stock under restoration, new build 
projects and bespoke engineering vehicles not normally seen by 
the general public.

Upon returning via our special train back at Porthmadog 
Harbour station, the group were given the opportunity to 
view the signal box installation and trackside equipment. 
Commissioned in 2014, Porthmadog signal box has a mixture 
of modern technology for monitoring purposes, miniature and 
large Electric Train Staff (ETS) instruments (which are used for 
the length of the Ffestiniog Railway) and supporting equipment, 
and the Westinghouse ‘Style L’ lever frame. The lever frame 
has 12 levers that originated from Darlington South signal box 
(originally commissioned in 1939), of which three levers operate 
motor points, eight levers operate a mixture of motor operated 
lower quadrant semaphores and colour light LED signals and one 
lever is used to release Spooners ground frame, which allows 
the run round of locomotives at the end of platform 2 for the 
Welsh Highland Railway trains. The relay room, which has been 
designed and built to blend in with the signal box structure, was 
eagerly visited, along with the chance to manually operate the 
Signal Aspects Ltd 24V dc electric point and lock machines. The 
structures and mechanical engineering of the lower quadrant 
semaphore signals fitted with LEDs around the station were to 
be complemented. The duty signalman, Tim Maynard did an 
excellent job of demonstrating and explaining all the functions 
within the signal box to the group. All train movements on both 
railways are overseen and controlled from the Control Office in 
Porthmadog Harbour station.

The group then ventured back on our train and on to the Welsh 
Highland line, crossing over Britannia Bridge and Snowdon Street 
level crossings before arriving at Cae Pawb flat crossing, which 
interfaces with Network Rail on the Cambrian line. The existing 
flat crossing was installed in November 2006, with the wide to 
gauge trap points and signals being installed either side for 

London

Porthmadog

The Ffestiniog and Welsh Highland Railways lie in the spectacular 
Snowdonia area of North Wales. This view from the IRSE special train on 
the Welsh Highland Railway gives some idea of the rugged scenery.
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protection in August 2008. The signalling and interface works to 
complete Cae Pawb were managed by Quentin Macdonald, the 
Signalling Engineer for the project.

The installation work began on Monday 22 February 2010 and 
testing was completed on Wednesday 24 March 2010. This was 
just in time to allow the empty stock working the next morning 
on 25 March 2010. This was the first train to be signalled over 
the crossing, but it was done under possession of the Cambrian 
line as the ERTMS had not been commissioned at that time. The 
ERTMS was later fully commissioned in October 2010 and the flat 
crossing signalling functions for the Welsh Highland line are now 
operated from a panel at site, which is released from Machynlleth 
Control Centre, as if it were a ground frame, in order to allow the 
passage of Welsh Highland trains over the flat crossing.

Having returned back to Porthmadog Harbour station on our 
train at around 18:30, the group finally managed to experience 
the taste of the local beer from the Purple Moose Brewery and 
the local nightlife in preparation for the next day’s activities!

Saturday 13 May 2017 once again saw 36 members and 
guests arrive at Porthmadog Harbour station to board our special 
diesel-hauled train, suitably adorned with “The S&T Engineer” 
headboard, for a strict 09:25 departure over the Ffestiniog 
Railway to Blaenau Ffestiniog, calling at Rhiw Goch. Once 
again our train passed over The Cob embankment and passed 
Boston Lodge Works, before venturing onward to Minffordd and 
Penrhyn, stopping briefly for the gated level crossing at Penrhyn 
on the A4085 road, before finally arriving at Rhiw Goch passing 
loop. Upon arrival, Tim Prent, the S&T Manager, was on hand to 
act as the signalman and switch the signal box in circuit, in order 
to allow the service train behind ours to pass and go forward to 
Blaenau Ffestiniog. The procedures for operating the miniature 
and large ETS instruments were demonstrated by Tim, with 
assistance from Tim Maynard, who was also acting as the guard 
on our special train for part of our journey.

The passing loop at Rhiw Goch was reinstated in 1975. 
Its location, approximately equidistant from Minffordd and 
Tan-y-Bwlch stations, allows maximum flexibility in timetabling, 

Clockwise from top left:  The IRSE Special Train at Blaenau Ffestiniog station. Porthmadog ‘L’ frame. End of the line and site of the new station at 
Caernafon, with the famous castle framed by the footbridge. SGE HA point machine protecting the flat crossing at Cae Pawb. IRSE Special Train at 
Rhiw Goch. Inside Rhiw Goch signalbox.
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permitting up and down trains to cross with minimum waiting. 
The location provides a long passing loop which accommodates 
full length Ffestiniog trains. In 1989, the signal box was taken out 
of use, with the ground frame only usable as a refuge siding. In 
1999, the signal box was recommissioned with a panel alongside 
the existing SK80 ground frame, with colour light signal heads 
being installed and new power cabling. Rhiw Goch was the only 
regularly manned signal box on the railway for a long period of 
time (until Porthmadog was commissioned) and the 1974 vintage 
box was replaced by a new enlarged box during 2006/7. This 
included provision for the bats, which have made the signal box 
their home. Although trains regularly stop here to wait for a train 
travelling in the opposite direction to pass, passengers cannot 
alight from or join trains here. There is no public access to Rhiw 
Goch except by train.

Upon departure from Rhiw Goch and having switched it 
back out of circuit, our special train continued on through Plas 
Halt and Tan-y-Bwlch before continuing non-stop around the 
Ffestiniog Railway Deviation, a 2 1⁄2-mile (4 km) long diversionary 
route, which was constructed between Dduallt and Tanygrisiau 
in order to avoid the Ffestiniog hydro-electric power station and 
its reservoir (Llyn Ystradau). The Deviation was built mostly by 
volunteers and at the southern end is the spectacular Dduallt 
spiral formation (unique on a public railway in the United 
Kingdom). Including a bridge, it gains an initial height rise of 
35 feet (10.7 m) in order (after a further one mile (1.6 km) of new 
railway and a new tunnel) to clear the flooded track bed and join 
back on to the original track bed after Tanygrisiau station. Upon 
arrival into Blaenau Ffestiniog station, (a joint station built with 
British Rail, having been opened back in 1982), a speedy run 
round was undertaken by the diesel crew and our buffet lunch 
and refreshments were served upon departure at 12:10 from the 
buffet car, where we would then proceed direct to Caernarfon.

Having travelled back to Porthmadog Harbour station, the 
group were pleased to observe the non-stop passage of our train 
through platform 2 and out onto Britannia Bridge and Snowdon 
Street level crossings and therefore onto the Welsh Highland 
Railway. Our train once again passed over the Cae Pawb flat 
crossing and passed the site of and the connection to the Welsh 
Highland Heritage Railway, proceeding on to Pont Croesor 
and Nantmor, and then through the spectacular Aberglaslyn 
valley and railway tunnels to Beddgelert. From Beddgelert, we 
continued through Meillionen, Rhyd Ddu, Snowdon Ranger, 
Plas-y-Nant, Waunfawr, Tryfan Junction before arriving at Dinas 
(were the original Welsh Highland Railway trackbed joins the 
former standard gauge railway trackbed and where the railway’s 
other engineering workshop and locomotive shed is located) and 
then finally Caernarfon, with the famous castle standing in the 
background of the station site. At the end of the run round loop 
here, there is a construction site where the new station facilities 
are to be constructed. The design of the new building has 
been produced with input and support of the local community. 
The group took the opportunity to look around the temporary 
facilities and enjoy an ice cream or two in the sunshine. 

The signalling on the Welsh Highland Railway is much simpler 
than that used on the Ffestiniog Railway. In order to enter any 
section of line, the train crew must obtain permission from the 
Control Office and the relevant token. Each section of line is 
a token block section. The Welsh Highland Railway uses the 
traditional Staff and Ticket system in which trains can either be 
issued with the section token staff or a numbered ticket. Tickets 
allow multiple trains to pass one-at-a-time through a section 
in one direction. The Controller advises the train crew which 
method they will be using. Tickets are kept in a locked box 
opened by a key on the token staff. This means the last train 
must use the token staff to pass through the section, so it can be 
used for trains to travel in the opposite direction. For additional 

protection, both the footplate crew and the guard must see the 
token or ticket before the train can depart. At some stations an 
additional ‘shunt’ token is used to allow shunting to take place 
(such as a locomotive running round a train). They are provided at 
Pont Croesor, Beddgelert, Rhyd Ddu and Dinas. The shunt token 
can only be withdrawn (used) with permission from Control and if 
there are no trains approaching the station in the adjacent single 
line sections. Withdrawing the token causes two yellow lights 
to go out on a red warning board on the line approaching the 
station, preventing other trains from entering the station.

The majority of the points at passing loops are operated 
automatically using the Automatic Train Operated Trailable 
(ATOTP) system, rather than a manually operated lever or point 
motor. There are also no signals to indicate that a train can enter 
a section. A ‘stop’ board at the end of the platform orders the 
train to stop until the train crew have obtained permission to 
proceed from control and a token. At the end of the section, 
the train can proceed into the platform provided the lights are 
lit on the home (shunt token warning) board, the point indicator 
is lit and the relevant platform is clear. The Ffestiniog Railway 
Company have obtained sufficient ETS equipment to operate the 
entire Welsh Highland Railway; these have been obtained from 
the Irish railway company Iarnród Éireann. As the Welsh Highland 
Railway has no telephone cabling to connect the system, the 
Ffestiniog Railway Company is developing a more modern 
alternative method of connecting the ETS machines in the near 
future.

Upon departure from Caernarfon at 15:50, the group were by 
now all relaxed and enjoying the sunshine, the refreshments 
from the buffet car and the wonderful views from our train. 
There was many a tale being told to one another and the banter 
was flowing between us all. Finally, the group arrived back in 
Porthmadog Harbour station at 18:15, having travelled some 80 
miles by narrow gauge and enjoying a fabulous few days. Many 
of the group then continued to experience the taste of the local 
beer and the local nightlife.

Sunday 14 May 2017 saw some 26 people attend the Annual 
General Meeting of the Minor Railways Section in the Library of 
the Ffestiniog Railway Hostel, next to Minfford station. Having 
started promptly and undertaken the formal process within 
the meeting, as well as reminding everybody about the S&T 
Technician of the Year Award and the Bi-annual Technical Seminar 
in Kidderminster in November 2017, the meeting concluded after 
confirming the officers and committee for the 2017/2018 session 
as follows:

Chairman Ron Whalley
Vice Chairman Charles Weightman
Secretary Russell Withington
Treasurer Martijn Huibers
Visits Secretary Mike Tyrrell
Committee Ian Allison, Stephen Clarke, Dave Helliwell,  

                       Ian Hughes, Trevor Hodgson
The Section would like to express their sincere thanks to the 

following organisations and people, who made this event 
possible:

• PRB Consulting Ltd (who kindly sponsored the event).
• The staff of the Purple Moose Brewery.
• The volunteers and staff of the Ffestiniog and Welsh 

Highland Railways particularly Paul Lewin, General Manager, 
Tim Prent, S&T Manager, Daniel Evans, S&T Technician, and 
Tim Maynard, Signalman and Guard.

• Mike Tyrrell, Visits Co-ordinator, IRSE Minor Railways Section.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The CPD map to success

Judith Ward, Professional Development Manager, IRSE

This month Judith looks at the steps that professional 
engineers need to take over the course of their careers to 
continually develop skills and capabilities,  planning, ‘doing’ 
and reflecting on their progress.  Our infographic shows 
the typical activities and milestones in tracking continuous 
professional development, and intends to allow members 
to record what’s necessary in the optimum manner. The flier 
enclosed with this month’s IRSE NEWS is a handy reminder of 
these steps for you to keep on your desk.

Validity: All your career

1. Start by considering your Current Status: 
• Feedback from colleagues, checkers, clients.
• Achievements (including qualifications; IRSE 

licenses; formal courses; Employer’s Authority to 
Work).

• Your Strengths (such as keeping calm under 
pressure; attention to detail; detailed knowledge of 
xx equipment).

• Your Weaknesses 
(such as don’t 
understand latest 
method of recording 
xx; don’t know how 
xx circuits work; 
don’t like speaking 
up in large groups of 
people).

• Opportunities to maintain and/or improve your 
skills and knowledge – in work and outside (such as 
courses; placements; informal learning; mentors; 
IRSE bursaries; family looking after children).

• Threats to maintain and/or improve your skills and 
knowledge – in work and outside (such as small 
training budgets; no promotion opportunities; family 
time pressures).

Achievements 
and feedback

SWOT

2. Then consider ‘Where Do you Want To go?’:
• Your Values and Drivers may help define your Goals 

(Values could be hard work; risk taking; loyal; modest; 
responsible; high standards; fun; freedom. Drivers could 
be delivering to the highest standard; job security; full 
qualifications; being industry leader; security for family).

• Your goals need to be SMART (Simple, Measurable, 
Achievable, Realistic and Timed) – short term goals are 
easier to define than longer term ones! (These could 
include passing IRSE exams; becoming self-employed; 
gaining professional recognition; gaining promotion; 
changing career path; retire in xx years in full health and 
financially secure).

6. Reflect on what you’ve done:
• Positive or negative reflections on the 

activity (such as ‘will help me do my role’; 
‘had similar training previously and not 
learnt much’; ‘met others on my project’; 
‘not useful yet because xx’).

7. Review what you’ve done:
• What are you going to do with your 

new knowledge/skill/experience? (Such as 
becoming company expert in xx; participating 
in technical discussions; apply for promotion; 
retire and work part-time).

8. Consider What Next:
• You may have a Change of Plan due to changes in personal and 

professional circumstances; changes in interest; technology.
• You should celebrate your achievements.
• What are your next Goals going to be? Continue on your journey, 

considering your Current Status.

Values and 
drivers

Goals

What learnt

What do do with this 
knowledge

Change of 
planCelebrate

Start here

1

2

67

8
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3. Start to Plan:
• How are you going to achieve your Goal? (Such as going 

on a course; volunteering to chair meetings; be a mentor; 
find a mentor; go to listen to a technical paper).

• What exactly is your Goal? (Such as being promoted to 
next grade; retire and become part-time expert; learn to 
speak another language; pass 4 IRSE exam modules).

• When are you planning to achieve your Goal? In years, 
months or even days?

• What resources are available to help you achieve your 
Goal? (Your mentor/buddy; IRSE exam study group; IRSE 
travel bursary; partner looking after children for part of 
weekends).

4. Do your planned (and unplanned) 
activities, the amount and type 
depends on your goal. Activities 
could include:
• Voluntary Work (such as being a mentor; 

running an IRSE event; promoting 
engineering in schools and colleges).

• Work Experience (such as secondments; 
shadowing a senior manager; volunteering 
to chair meetings / manage staff; return to 
work days).

• Events (such as IRSE and other technical 
meetings / seminars; presenting technical 
information at internal ‘lunch and learn’ 
sessions).

• Self-learning in appropriate subjects to 
your Goal (such as reading text books or 
articles in IRSE NEWS and other technical 
journals; studying for IRSE exam modules; 
watching TED lectures).

• Formal Training in appropriate subjects to 
your Goal (such as manufacturer’s training; 
online courses; formal training about 
equipment, process or theory).

• Academic Study of appropriate subjects 
to achieve your Goal (gained through 
attending lectures, distance or e-learning).

5. Record what you’ve done:
• Mycareerpath is IRSE’s preferred method of recording CPD, or use a Word 

template, your company records, apps, spreadsheets or IRSE logbook CPD 
pages.

• However you record, always include:
• What the activity was (such as xx training; Arabic lesson; attending committee 

meeting).
• What type of activity.
• How long was the activity, in hours.
• When did you do it.
• Where, who and any further information (such as training provider; who gave 

the talk; what learning outcomes were).

How What Resources When

Events

Academic study

Formal training

Self-learning

Voluntary work

Work experience

WhatWhat typeHow long

Mycareerpath,
Logbook,

Other systemsWhenWhere, who..

3 4

5

Interchange station 
(stage)

Station  
(stage)

Minor station 
(considerations)

Development Action 
Plan Line

Continuous Professional 
Development Line

Key
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FEEDBACK
RE: ERTMS Level 3: The game-changer
With reference to the very interesting Technical Paper “ERTMS 
Level 3: The game-changer” published in April’s IRSE NEWS, 
readers may be interested to learn that a signalling system 
broadly similar to the ETCS Hybrid Level 3 described in this 
Technical Paper has been in use on the Golmud to Lhasa section 
of the Qinghai - Tibet railway in China since this railway opened 
to traffic in 2006 (though the Chinese system is definitely not an 
implementation of ETCS as such).

The Qinghai - Tibet railway connects Xining (the provincial 
capital of Qinghai Province in north-west China) with Lhasa (the 
capital of the Tibet Autonomous Region). The railway is 1215 
miles long, 505 miles from Xining to Golmud and 710 miles from 
Golmud to Lhasa. From Golmud to Lhasa, the railway climbs onto 
and then runs across the Tibetan Plateau. The Golmud - Lhasa 
section (more than half of which is built across permafrost) also 
contains the world’s highest railway station at Tanggu-La (5072 
metres above sea level).

The Golmud to Lhasa section of the railway is single-track with 
passing places. From photographs, it appears that the typical 
arrangement at a passing place is a straight bi-directional 
through line (which allows non-stopping trains to pass through at 
line speed) together with two bi-directional loop lines in which 
trains can be recessed for meets and passes with other trains. In 
addition, a siding is also typically provided in which defective rail 
vehicles, departmental wagons and trains etc. can be stabled.

The entire Qinghai - Tibet railway is controlled from Xining 
using a centralised traffic control (CTC) system called ITCS 
(I = Improved) supplied by General Electric. A VHLC Interlocking 
and a Radio Block Centre (RBC) are provided at each station. 
Other than at the major stations such as Golmud and Lhasa, 
only minimal track-side infrastructure is provided along the 
railway. There are no signals or coded track circuits as used 
on conventional railways throughout China, and only points 
operating equipment and points heating equipment is provided 
in the field at the way-side stations (+ passive Marker Boards 
and other signage). The stated reason for this is to minimise the 
amount of signalling equipment that has to be installed and 
maintained in remote areas with harsh climactic conditions and 
where there is often no settled population. Although many of 
the way-side stations are normally unmanned, it appears that the 
signalling at each station can be operated under local control if 
necessary.

In addition, each single-line section between two adjacent 
stations is covered by a single (and very long) axle-counter 
section. It is not known whether this axle-counter section also 
includes the loop points at each end of the single-line section, 
but close inspection of photographs for evidence of axle-counter 
heads within stations suggests that it does not.

Each physical single-line axle-counter section is divided into 
a number of virtual block sections, so two or more trains with 
the same direction of running can occupy a single axle-counter 
section, with the end of the movement authority for a following 
train being set to the far end of the contiguous set of unoccupied 
virtual block section ahead. To enable such ‘permissive’ working 
of trains, each train must therefore determine its own location on 
the railway and report its location to ITCS, and must also monitor 
its own integrity / completeness.

On the Qinghai - Tibet railway, the GPS global positioning 
system is used as the principal means of train location, with a 
GPS receiver being installed on each locomotive. In addition, 
an on-board odometry package is also installed to enable the 
train’s speed and distance travelled to continue to be monitored 
while the train is not receiving a GPS signal (e.g. inside tunnels). 
The trains report their locations to the RBC network (via a 

GSM-R mobile communications network) and receive movement 
authorities from the RBC network. 

However, it appears that an ITCS movement authority only 
contains the location of the limit of the train’s movement 
authority and does not contain a maximum safe speed profile, 
as it is stated that the ITCS on-board equipment prevents the 
train over-running the end of its movement authority but over-
speeding is prevented by a variant of the LKJ on-board train 
running supervision equipment used on conventional railways in 
China (which has an additional ‘without-SPAD-prevention’ mode 
solely for use on the Golmud - Lhasa section of the Qinghai - 
Tibet railway). Hence an ITCS movement authority contains a lot 
less information than a standard ETCS movement authority.

It is stated that the accuracy of the GPS location information is 
+/- 6 metres. This is too coarse by itself to determine the running 
line that a train is on at a station. Hence when a train departs 
from its station of origin, it is necessary to apply a worst-case 
speed restriction to that train until the rear of that train is known 
to have passed clear of all point-work and onto the single-line 
section. As ITCS knows the routing that the train will follow at 
subsequent stations along its journey, ITCS can thereafter resolve 
the train’s reported GPS position to a unique location on the 
railway.

Integrity monitoring of trains on the Qinghai - Tibet railway is 
performed using an End-Of-Train Device (EOTD) attached to 
the rear of the train. The EOTD itself contains a GPS receiver 
and is also in radio contact with the train’s locomotive, which 
therefore possesses GPS information about the locations of both 
the front and the rear of the train, and so can detect if e.g. the 
train becomes divided and the rear of the train is ‘left behind’. 
Presumably the integrity monitoring functionality also ensures 
safety if e.g. a train becomes divided inside a tunnel with the 
EOTD being out of contact with GPS and with the locomotive.

Conventional freight trains in China have an EOTD anyway, 
which is placed at the rear of the train and connected to the train 
pipe for the air braking system. In addition to functioning as a 
tail lamp, the EOTD is in radio contact with the locomotive and 
allows the Driver to monitor the train pipe pressure at the rear 
of the train, and also allows the Driver to initiate an emergency 
brake application from the rear of the train as well as from the 
front of the train in a real emergency. In normal working, one 
important benefit of the EOTD on a conventional train is that 
it allows the Driver to perform a brake continuity test solely 
from the locomotive and without requiring the cooperation 
of any other members of staff. Hence the EOTDs used on the 
Qinghai - Tibet railway are an incremental development of the 
existing conventional EOTDs to also incorporate a GPS receiver 
and to allow transmission of the GPS location of the rear of the 
train to the train’s locomotive via the existing radio link (which 
conventionally only reports the train pipe pressure at the rear of 
the train.

According to the June 2016 edition of the Chinese National 
Railway Passenger Train Timetable, passenger train traffic on the 
Golmud - Lhasa section of the Qinghai - Tibet railway consists of 
5 limited-stop express passenger trains per day in each direction 
(which run to and from other parts of China such as Beijing 
and Shanghai) and 1 stopping passenger train per day in each 
direction between Golmud and Lhasa only. The current level of 
freight traffic on the Golmud - Lhasa section is not known, but I 
would guess that it is comparable to (or perhaps rather greater 
than) the current level of passenger traffic. In addition, there must 
also be some number of engineering / works trains running along 
particular parts of the Golmud - Lhasa section on any particular 
day. But in any case the total level of traffic on the Golmud - 
Lhasa section is clearly not intense.
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Keeping the discussion going ...
Many thanks to all of our contributors to ‘Feedback’ this 
month. Our ethos of “inform, discuss, develop” considers 
discussion about all aspects of our profession to be critically 
important to the development of our branch of engineering.

If you have a view about something you’ve read in IRSE 
NEWS, or any aspect railway signalling, telecommunications, 
control or related disciplines why not write to the editor at 
irsenews@irse.org?

Given such a comparatively low level of traffic on the Golmud 
- Lhasa section, it is to be expected that the ‘disappearance’ of 
a train from the ITCS signalling system would soon be noticed 
by the line’s controllers / dispatchers in Xining. Similarly, the 
real-world safety risks associated with ‘ghost’ or ‘shadow’ train 
movements as described in the Technical Paper must be very 
small on the Golmud - Lhasa section (which is not connected 
intermediately with any other railway lines). It seems likely that 
adequate protection against ‘ghost’ or ‘shadow’ train movements 
can only be provided by an axle-counting arrangement in 
which the value of the count itself (and not just a derived clear / 
occupied indication) is available to be read externally, and cannot 
be provided by traditional track circuits (which cannot detect 
a train movement between two adjacent track circuits both of 
which are also occupied by other trains). Whether or not the axle 
counters used on the Qinghai - Tibet railway have this property 
(that the axle count itself is externally readable) is not known.

Again given the comparatively low level of traffic on the 
Golmud - Lhasa section, it appears that the only real operating 
benefit provided by the division of the long axle-counter sections 
between stations into a number of virtual block sections is when 
a slow train (e.g. a freight train) is to be overtaken by a faster 
train (e.g. an express passenger train). If A, B and C are three 
successive stations in the same direction of running and if a train 
is to be overtaken at B, then without the virtual block sections 
that train would have to wait at B for at least the length of time it 
would take the following train to travel from A to C, which could 
be a very long time given that the average distance between 
any two adjacent stations on the Golmud - Lhasa section is 
approximately 24 miles. Whereas the configuring of appropriate 

virtual block sections will allow the overtaking train to safely 
‘close up’ behind the train that it is to overtake at station B on the 
approach to station B, and will also allow the overtaken train to 
re-start from B very shortly after the overtaking train has passed 
through B.

The information above has all been gleaned from various 
Chinese-language technical papers and articles accessed via 
the Internet. Therefore the standard caveat against uncritically 
accepting information posted on the Internet as necessarily true 
must of course apply (the various sources accessed were broadly 
but not completely mutually-consistent). Perhaps a reader with 
direct first-hand knowledge of the Qinghai - Tibet railway (which 
I unfortunately do not yet have) can correct any errors/omissions/
misconceptions in the above.

John Salmon AMIRSE

PAST LIVES

Gert Koppenberg 
1935 - 2017
Gert Koppenberg died on 
6 May this year. He joined  
Netherlands Railways 
in the main Locomotive 
Workshop in Tilburg 
on 15 November 1959, 
progressing to become 
head of the Rolling Stock 
Construction Department, 
Mw3. In 1975 he became 
Head of the NS Business 
Planning Department, and 
switched to the Infrastructure 
Department, Electrical 
Engineering Division in 
1979. Gert Koppenberg was 
in many ways the personification of a new era that slowly started 
at Netherlands Railways at the end of the 1970s. A ‘change 
manager’ in today’s terms.

 He was Head of Division of Electrical Engineering, IS 6, later 
Head of Infrastructure (ChIs) and from 1988 onwards Director 
of Infrastructure. He was involved in the many changes and 
innovations, both organisational and in engineering. He played 
an important role in international work, in the UIC Infrastructure 
Commission and in the research and development work in the 
Organisation de Recherche et des Essais (ORE, later ERRI).

He was the first head of the electrical engineering division that 
had not come up through the ranks. Gert liked to sketch a lot 
and looking at his sketch of the steam engine on the mourning 
card, you might think that secretly his heart remained with Rolling 
Stock.

Interested in the art and science of railway signalling, Gert was a 
fast learner, quickly coming up to speed and facing some difficult 
issues.

In 1979 there was a major accident in Wijchen (eight fatalities 
and 30 injured), caused by a malfunction in the electromechanical 
interlocking. The replacement programme of the mechanical 
and electromechanical interlockings was already in full swing. 
All the old electromechanical and mechanical interlockings 
were being replaced by GRS relay interlockings type NX ‘68, 
the technology that was introduced in the Netherlands in the 
course of the US Marshall Aid plan. Gert Koppenberg supported 
this major replacement programme, but he also opened the 
door to European suppliers, to whom the market had remained 
‘closed’ after the Second World War. Perhaps because he had a 
fresh outlook and could more objectively evaluate the pros and 
cons of technology, supplier (in)dependence and the associated 
economic ramifications.

He disputed the dependency on a single supplier. Technically 
everyone was very pleased with the NX ‘68 interlockings and no 
other options had been considered at the time. Did it not make 
sense to involve another supplier in addition to GRS? In the 
eighties, the Railway Signalling market developed rapidly. New 
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PAST LIVES

Buddhadev Dutta Chowdhury MIRSE, MIET, MIOD 
1966 – 2017
Buddhadev Dutta Chowdhury was born into a railway family in 
Bilaspur in India in 1966, his father, Mr ML Dutta Chowdhury 
being a Station Manager for the South Eastern Railway at his 
retirement.  With over 27 years’ experience in the Railway 
Signalling & Telecommunication industry internationally, he was 
actively involved in signalling design, training, technical support 
and project management. Buddhadev strove to develop a 
thorough personal knowledge and understanding of signalling 
system integration and gained a substantial knowledge of 
rolling stock functionalities to interface with the ATC systems 
for Transmission Based Train Control and Communication 
Based Train Control systems. He was always keen to advance 
his knowledge and the understanding of Signal Engineering 
by means of self-study, training courses, seminars and R&D 
discussions, and consistently wanted to assist others doing the 
same thing! 
Buddhadev started his railway career in June 1989, on the 

South Eastern Railway of the Indian Railways, as an Apprentice 
Assistant Designer. From July 1990 until December 1994, he 
worked in the Chief Signal and Telecom Engineers (Construction) 
Drawing Office in Calcutta as an Assistant Design Engineer. 
During his time at this location he was presented with the Chief 

electronic systems and computer based interlocking technology 
were introduced. During that time, Gert had to convey his vision, 
which involved a multiple vendor strategy and the introduction 
of electronic interlockings. Siemens was given the opportunity to 
build a prototype electronic interlocking in Hilversum, but GRS 
was also given the opportunity to demonstrate a Vital Processor 
Interlocking. We did not have European procurement directives, 
and Gert was, in everything he did, a kind person and if he had 
to be, strict but fair.

He gave opportunities and stimulated. For example, he sent 
a rather junior signal engineer, his train detection and ATP 
engineer, to the UIC 7A committee, to formal investigations of 
safety incidents, failures, etc.

From 1988 until the split up of Netherlands Railways in 1994, 
Gert  was the  Infrastructure Director of NS. During that time, 
he was responsible for the amalgamation of the maintenance 
departments of the then Operations and Infrastructure. 

1991 saw the introduction of EU Directive 91/440, which 
mandated the separation of the National Railways into 
Infrastructure and Operations. This resulted in major 
organisational changes, which eventually resulted in the split of 
the original Netherlands Railways into the group of companies, 
we know today. Gert was intensively involved in the creation 
of the NS Engineering Agency, which later became Holland 
Railconsult (now Movares).

The “Tracks to 95 project” (an Infrastructure expansion project 
of 10 billion guilders) generated the need for new signal 
engineers, just when their numbers had been reduced, after 
completing the NX ’68 rollout programme. In 1989, the NS 
Engineering Agency was established and staff expansion and 
new and improved processes (reduced project lead time, faster 
training of engineers, computer aided engineering, etc.) were 
introduced. For some people this was a revolutionary change. 
Gert “needed it by yesterday” and could not wait for it to be 
introduced, driving his new engineering agency to the max.

Gert has always acknowledged the importance of professional 
development, especially in the field of signalling, and always 
encouraged IRSE membership, becoming a Fellow of the 
Institution himself. He was the initiator of the 1989 IRSE 
Convention in the Netherlands. 

As a member of the UIC commission infrastructure, Gert was 
one of the founding fathers of the ERTMS development. At the 
end of 1989, the ERRI A200 project group was launched, in 

which NS deployed a by now somewhat more experienced signal 
engineer, and facilitated a tour of the Infrastructure Directors of 
the major European Railways, with a management consultant 
(another first!), because the answer to questions like  “why do 
those railways want to run that project, and when is it going to 
be good enough” was not immediately evident. And so the 
Railways’ Project Management Declaration was created and 
agreed at European level. At his initiative the first ETCS seminar 
was organised in Oudenbosch in 1991. 

The plan was to implement Levels 1, 2 and 3 in a few years. 
This was a very ambitious plan, and as we now know it took 
a little longer to achieve. But it demonstrated again that the 
Netherlands was open to the use of new technologies and 
had no difficulty in abandoning the further development and 
restricting the rollout of  its new ATB New Generation system. 
Which in itself was another occasion in which a new supplier was 
given the opportunity to enter the Dutch market. 

After the breakup of NS in 1994, Gert’s position disappeared 
and he retired in 1996. 

Because of his strong influence on both national and 
international developments in Railway Signalling and his staunch 
support of the IRSE, the committee of IRSE Dutch Section 
decided to nominate Gert for an honorary membership. That was 
slightly complicated by the fact that after his retirement, Gert had 
terminated his IRSE membership in 1997 and the Dutch section 
was not established until after the second Dutch International 
Convention in 2007. Creating the title “Honorary Member of the 
Dutch Section” for him and Gerard Verheul solved this practical 
problem. Unfortunately, by then Gert’s health had already 
deteriorated to the point where he could no longer attend our 
meetings. 

To end on a personal note, Gert was an important and 
stimulating person who had a lot of influence on my education as 
a signal engineer and my career. I was proud to thank him for this 
in my Presidential Address when I became the IRSE president in 
2007. Without the on-going support for the IRSE activities of all 
my managers, including Gert, it would not have been possible. 

Wim Coenraad

Gert at work in 1985 in the GRS offices in Rochester, New York.  
Photo Wim Coenraad.
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Buddhadev Dutta Chowdhury (1966 - 2017). Pictured above at the 
inauguration of the Indonesian Section in Jakarta, 2013.

Signal and Telecoms Engineer award in 1993, for his exemplary 
service whilst at work. He was also a member of the ‘Friends of 
the Indian Museum’ in Calcutta, assisting with their educational 
and documentary activity in his spare time.
By January 1995, Buddhadev had moved on to the position of 

Junior Engineer (Design) and was involved in many signalling 
projects. During his time in this role and whilst undertaking 
further academic studies, he was awarded the Indian Railways 
Institute of Signal Engineering and Telecommunications 
academic award in 1997 and once again he was presented 
with the Chief Signal and Telecoms Engineer award in 1998. 
As a direct result of this achievement, Buddhadev was offered 
an Instructor’s position at the Indian Railway Institute of Signal 
Engineering and Telecommunications in Secunderabad in March 
1999, a role that he enjoyed immensely.
Again, by January 2001, Buddhadev had the opportunity to 

join the Rail India Technical & Economic Services (RITES) in Delhi, 
India, which later resulted in a secondment to the then Jarvis 
Rail in Manchester, UK, as a Senior Design Engineer working 
exclusively on UK projects. It was during this period that he 
was awarded the ‘RITES award’ for getting the first Principles 
Designer license amongst the RITES staff seconded in the UK. 
The demise of Jarvis saw him move to Siemens Transportation 
Systems at Solihull, Birmingham in May 2003, as a Senior 
Engineer and Design Manager, where he was to be involved with 
stage and fringe work design for Portsmouth and the Heathrow 
Express Extension. It was here at Siemens that I first had the 
opportunity to meet and work with Buddhadev.
In February 2006, Buddhadev joined Bombardier Transportation 

in London, as Product Introduction and Verification/Validation 
Engineer for the Victoria Line project. I was also working on this 
project at this time, so it was just like old times working together 
and attending IRSE events together. He was later responsible for 
ensuring the smooth transfer of the DTG-R overlay phase and 
final phase for the Victoria line with the then Westinghouse. He 
then moved to London Underground in March 2010 as the ATC 
(CBTC) Acceptance Engineer in the ATC Team of the Sub Surface 
Lines Upgrade and was to be responsible for the acceptance of 
train-borne signalling systems (CBTC) until plans were changed!
During July 2012, Buddhadev set up his own company and 

became Managing Director, of Radharani Rail Engineering 
Services Ltd, operating in both the UK and India. One of the 
main focuses within the company was to develop technical 
resources and provide support for Continuing Professional 
Development and mentoring to deliver best practice and quality 

to his customers. He delivered projects in the UK, India, Malaysia, 
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Indonesia.  He acted as the Contract 
Responsible Engineer for two major Network Rail projects on 
behalf of the then Signalling Solutions Ltd. One of his major 
achievements was to manage the installation and maintenance 
support for the Delhi Metro Lines 6 and 8 for Bombardier 
Transportation and Nippon (CBTC) respectively.
He was actively involved in and passionate about the 

IRSE, as a Council member and member of the Professional 
Development and Membership committees.  He was also a 
long-term committee member and the Training & Development 
representative of the Midland and North Western Section, and 
had received the Chairman’s award for services to the Section. 
We spent many happy times together at committee meetings 
and attending yearly conventions around the world.
Buddhadev was involved in the strategic development 

of competency across the supply chain of the Signalling 
industry, and acted as an IRSE licensing Technical Mentor 
and Competence Assessor for many licensing categories. For 
a period, he was also an Assistant Editor for IRSE NEWS, a 
Practitioner of International Engineering Safety Management, 
and a member of the Institution of Engineering & Technology 
and Institution of Directors. He obtained the academic 
qualifications MSc in Rail System Engineering and Bachelor of 
Science in Electronics Engineering and Communications.
It was only recently that Buddhadev had been diagnosed with 

lung cancer, and was receiving chemotherapy treatment. He 
travelled to India during the treatment and picked up an infection 
there, from which he subsequently died in Watford Hospital on 
Sunday 9 April 2017. His funeral took place on Thursday 13 April 
2017. He was 51 years of age and leaves a much-loved wife and 
son behind.
Many messages of condolence were received by the IRSE 

HQ, from members all around the world that were shocked 
and saddened by his passing. With my family and I knowing 
Buddhadev for many years, his sudden departure was a great 
shock to all of us. Buddhadev was a true gentleman and was 
devoted to his wife, family and the Institution.
The signalling and telecommunications industry has lost yet 

another legend, an individual who devoted his life supporting 
and developing others. He will be truly missed.

Ian James Allison

Buddhadev enjoying his dinner in Kuala Lumpur later in the same trip 
to Asia. Photos Francis How.
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MEMBERSHIP MATTERS

Current Membership: 5510

ADMISSIONS
We have great pleasure in welcoming the following members 
newly elected to the Institution:

FEllOW

AFFIlIATE

TRANSFERS

MEMBER TO FEllOW

Bansal D Alstom India

O’Sullivan M Irish Rail Ireland

Swamy B Siemens India

Bhatia H S Transport for London UK

Biggs L G Network Rail UK

Terry N J The Shard Group Australia

Chung Y H MTR Corporation Hong Kong

Dibbs T E AECOM UK

Mpanza S PRASA South Africa

Ndindani A C PRASA South Africa

Pinn D Metro Trains Melbourne Australia

Tildesley E-R Opus Rail Australia

Wagner T WSP Australia

RESIgNATIONS

ENgINEERINg COUNCIl REgISTRATIONS
Congratulations to the following members:

Duggirala V V N and Katreddi S K who have achieved their final 
stage CEng registration.

Parashar V who has achieved final stage IEng registration.

Weight M J who has achieved final stage Eng Tech registration.

Hobden P Transport for London UK

Hughes T A Amey UK

Koetsenruijter N ProRail Netherlands

Leach G D Amey UK

Li L F MTR Corporation Hong Kong

Liang Y C Land Transport Authority Singapore

So W H D Siemens China

Soni P Alstom India

ASSOCIATE MEMBER TO MEMBER

Kimiagar Y Gannett Fleming Canada

See E RATP France

ASSOCIATE MEMBER

Clough R B, Garlick D J, Guo Y, Isaac J F, Johnson N P, 
Kelder A C, Knight A C, McDowell N and Rose C.

MEMBER
Agrawal P Office of Chief S&T 

Engineer
India

Asbolah M R MTR Corporation Malaysia

Line M Lowery Ltd UK

Penney M E Resolved Limited 99 UK

Vuldy P-L Ineo France

AFFIlIATE TO ASSOCIATE MEMBER
Whyte C Network Rail UK

ACCREDITED TECHNICIAN
Reeves L P Network Rail UK

Have you been an Affiliate member of 
the IRSE for some time?
Is it time to make the next step and be 
recognised for your progression?
Why not have a look at the IRSE website 
under grades on the Membership tab 
and consider whether you should apply 
for the Accredited Technician level of 
membership. 

For more advice contact your local IRSE 
section or the IRSE office in London.

Do you now hold an  
IRSE licence above Assistant 

level and/or an NVQ 
qualification (or equivalent)?

Have you completed 
your initial training?

Are you working in a 
Responsible position?

IRSE 
Accredited 
Technician
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